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ABSTRACT 
Methane Production from Dairy Cattle Waste 
A microbiological and economic study of methane production from 
dairy cattle waste was performed. The profit potential of producing 
methane and other vendable products from dairy cattle wastes was studied 
using a computerized cost model. The unit gas cost ($/cu. ft. methane) 
was determined for refractory volatile solids (VS) concentrations be-
tween 52% and 28% (W/W). Reaction rate constants (RKO) between 
9 11 5.92 x 10 and 1.24 x 10 were used. Retention time ( RT) was varied 
between 1 and 10 days. Total solids (TS) concentration was varied 
between 8% and 14%. Analyses were performed with and without a fertil-
izer plant option for upgrading digester effluent solids. Unit gas cost 
(UGC) decreased as RKO increased and as the refractory VS concentration 
decreased when determined without the fertilizer option. UGC decreased 
at short retention times as RKO increased when the fertilizer option 
was included. The unit gas costs were always above $8.00 per M. cu. ft. 
CH4 without a fertilizer plant, and were consistently lower than the 
current intrastate market price of $3.18 per M. cu. ft. CH4 when a fer-
tilizer plant was incorporated into the system. 
Microbiological studies were conducted using a multis t age multi-
stream digester. The design consisted of a 1,700 liter central digester 
with a working volume of 1,200 liters and 10, 50 liter satellite diges-
ters with a working volume of 40 liters each. 
The digester design allowed for the automatic addition of substrate 
to the central digester once per hour and three times per hour to the 
satellites. The digester was operated at 55°C and 10% T~ with a 6 day 
RT in the central digester and 2 days RT in the satellites. Manure 
from a commercial dairy was utilized for substrate. Methane production 
was directly related to the type of cattle feed ration. It ranged 
between 1.27 and 0.3 liters CH4 per liter of reactor fluid per day at 
a 6 day RT. Alkalinity, volatile fatty acids (VFA) and ammonia con-
' centrations were related to methane production. 
VFA concentrations were lower and methane produciton slightly 
higher in the satellite digesters. Analysis of the digester effluent 
for fertilizer value was investigated by drying for 10 days on a sand 
drying bed at an initial depth of 10 em. 
Total nitrogen, phosphorous (as P2o5) and potassium (as K20) 
concentrations were: 1.8%, 1.1% and 7.2% for undigested manure; 4.5%, 
2.3%, and 9.1% for 6 day RT effluent; 2.0%, 1.1% and 7.5% for 8 day RT 
effluent. 
Our economic studies indicate that digester operating conditions 
should include a 3-5 day RT, 10-12% TS, minimal changes in feed ration 
and recovery of solids for upgrading to fertilizer. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Statement of problem in Okeechobee County, Florida. Okeechobee 
County, Florida, contains 32 dairies which house 26,600 milking 
cattle. The dairies are located in the Taylor Creek-Nubbin Slough 
basin which is part of the Lake Okeechobee watershed. The water table 
is vary high in this area of Florida and flowing water covers the land 
much of the year. Typically, cattle stay in or near the water to re-
main cool. Their waste contributes a significant portion of the 
nutrient load in the runoff water entering Lake Okeechobee (5). Pro-
jections of the dairy cattle population indicate that the number of 
cattle in the area will increase (43). 
One method that has been suggested for pollution abatement has 
been the anaerobic fermentation of dairy cattle waste to methane and 
other vendable products (43, 44). These products include carbon di-
oxide and fertilizer. 
Anaerobic digestion would require the confinement of cattle to 
facilitate collection of their waste as would be necessary for any 
pollution abatement technique. Waste collection could be accomplished 
by water flushing or scraping. It would also be necessary to confine 
the cattle since they would be restricted from obtaining cover. Shading 
produces other economic benefits. Reduction of heat stress by providing 
shade has been reported to increase milk production and conception 
rates (9). 
2 
The anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste could significantly 
reduce the amount of nutrients entering Lake Okeechobee. Confinement 
and shading would increase milk production and conception rates. The 
products from the digestion process have an economic value which is 
sufficient to make the process economical (43, 44). 
Economic impact of anaerobic digestion to methane and other 
vendable products. Estimates of the cost for producing methane by 
anaerobic fermentation vary widely. This variation is due to the type 
of dig-ester used, data from which calculations are based, and estima-
tion accounting practices used. There are benefits for which it is 
difficult to estimate costs. The esthetic value of cleaner waterways 
is one example. Most cost calculations mention these factors, but do 
not attempt to assign an economic value to them. Jewell et al. (18) 
reported that methane could be produced at $1.15 per thousand cubic 
feet (M. cu. ft.) for a \000-head, family-type dairy. This estimate 
included capital costs and operating costs. Credit was taken for 
energy. Smith et al. (31) reported that it would cost. $0.12/kwh to 
produce electricity from methane for on site use. This estimation is 
based upon a mesophilic digester using beef cattle manure from 250 head 
as substrate. This estimation is also three times greater than the 
cost to buy power in the area. Hashimoto et al. (16) have reported a 
unit gas cost of $2.81/M. cu. ft. ca4 for a 50,000 head beef cattle 
installation operating at thermophilic temperatures. When credit for a 
refeed value of the digester effluent was calculated, the unit gas cost 
was $2.47/M. cu. ft. CH4 . These estimations were based upon a 5,700 liter 
pilot plant and recalculated to a 50,000 head installation. Coppinger 
3 
et al. (11) reported a unit gas cost of $2.36/M. cu. ft. CH
4 
for a 
400 head, mesophilic dairy digester. These calculations did not include 
l abor c osts sin c e the system was located on a prison f arm. Wodzins ki 
et al. (43, 44) have reported a unit gas cost as low as -$3.25/M. cu. 
ft. CH4 for a 60,000 head dairy installation. Process conditions 
were modeled after Varel et al. (41). Credits included energy, carbon 
dioxide, and fertilizer (digester solids upgraded to 6% N - 6% P -
6% K). Cost to confine cattle was not included due to the contention 
that the benefits realized from increased milk production and fertility 
' 
rates enable the cost to be borne by the dairy operation. 
The economic assessment of methane production is difficult because 
much of the data is obtained from small digesters and recalculated to 
large installations. The units used for reporting costs of producing 
methane are not consistent in the literature. 
The process must be economically feasible if it is to be widely 
used for pollution abatement and energy production. Studies indieating 
the economic effect of research on the microbiology of methane produc-
tion have not been reported. 
Microbiological aspects of methane production. Methanogenic 
organisms are ubiquitous in areas containing high quantities of organic 
compounds and low amounts of oxygen. Various species of methanogenic 
bacteria have been detected in the rumen and gastrointestina l t ract of 
animals, mud sediment, and soils covered by water in marine and fresh-
Water env]_·ron ents (19 20 26 34) Methanogens have also been isola~ m ' ' , • 
ted from the wetwood of trees (47), algal mats in hot springs (42), and 
the Florida aquifer (15). Studies on methane production in sediments 
have contributed to the basic knowledge of methanogenesis which is 
applicable to any practical process. 
R.S. vTol f e and his coworkers were responsible for the isolation 
4 
of two biochemical components unique to methanogenic bacteria. Co-
enzyme M (CoM) was isolated by McBride and Wolfe (21). Identification 
of CoM as 2-mercaptoethanesulfonic acid and its chemical synthesis were 
achieved by Taylor and Wolfe (36). CoM is a methyl transfer enzyme 
and is required in all methanogens that have been studied (38, 39). 
Che eseman et al. (10) were responsible for the isolation of a low 
molecular weight, fluorescent compound, F420 . F420 has not been iden-
tified, but it is present in all methanogenic bacteria examined. Stud-
ies demonst rate that F420 is required in hydrogen (39) and formate 
catabolism (35, 38) to methane. It has been suggested that the oxygen 
sensitivity of methanogens is due to F420 oxidation (30). This is 
based upon the observation that the enzymes are associated with F420 
when reduced and disassociated when oxidized. The enzymes are stable 
when associated, but become labile upon disassociation. 
The biochemical mechanisms for the formation of methane is 
depicted in Fig. 1. This model is the result of work performed pri-
marily by Wolfe at the University of Illinois. Formate, carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen, acetate, and methanol can serve as substrates for methane 
production. 
Most investigators believe that two phases exist in methane pro-
duction. These are the non-methanogenic and the methanogenic phases. 
Bryant (8) has postulated that three phases exist. In the first phase, 
complex compounds are degraded to short chain fatty acids and alcohols. 
' 
Fig. 1. Biochemical mechanism for the formation of methane. 
From (43). 
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In the second or acetogenic phase, cells are produced and short chain 
fatty acids and alcohols are degraded to acetate, hydrogen and carbon 
dioxide. In the third or methanogenic phase, cells are also produced 
and methane is formed by oxidation of hydrogen and reduction of carbon 
dioxide. Other investigators combine the first two phases into the 
non-rnethanogenic phase. 
The degradation of complex organic matter to methane precursors 
is performed by a variety of microorganisms (17). Dairy cattle waste 
contains many complex substrates which are dependent upon the feed 
ration (Table 1). }'facromolecules in manure consist of polysaccharides 
(cellulose) (Fig. 2), oligosaccharides (hemicellulose) (Fig. 3), pro-
teins (Fig. 4), lipids (Fig. 5), lignin (Fig. 6), nucleic acids and bac-
terial cell walls (Fig. 7). The degradation of these complex organic 
compounds are not catalyzed by a single microbial species. Populations 
of different organisms would have to exist in order to achieve demonstra-
ted metabolic diversity. The macromolecules are degraded to monomers 
consisting of hexoses (Fig. 8), hexuronic acids (Fig. 3), amino acids 
(Fig. 4), fatty acids (Figs. 2-8), vanillin and vanillic acid (Fig. 6), 
nucleic acids, N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylmuramic acid (Fig. 7). 
The monomers are further degraded by conventional pathways. Hexoses 
are degraded by the Ernbden-Meyerhof pathway (Figs. 2, 8). l-lexuronic. 
acids are oxidized and converted to pentoses which are degraded by the 
pentose pathway. Lipids are hydrolysed to glycerol and fatty acids. 
The acids are oxidized by beta fatty acid oxidation (Fig. 5). 
Aromatic compounds such as lignin are first hydroxylated 
followed by ring fission and beta fatty acid 
Table 1. Composition of dairy cattle manure 
fed a high grain diet. 
Constituent 
Volatile solids 
Ether extract 
Cellulose 
Hemicellulose 
Lignin 
Total N 
Total N x 6.25 (Protein N) 
Ammonia N 
N on Ammonia Crude Protein 
Volatile acid (as acetic) 
From (41). 
% 
72.0 
3.5 
17.0 
19.0 
6.8 
3.0 
19.0 
0.55 
15.0 
1.2 
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Fig. 2. Biodegradation of cellulose to methane precursors. From (43). 
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Fig. 3. Biodegradation of xylans to methane precursors. 
From (43). 
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Fig. 4. Biodegradation of proteins and amino acids to methane pre-
cursors. From (43). 
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Fig. 5. Biodegradation of lipids to methane precursors. 
From (43). 
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Fig. 6. Biodegradation of lignins to methane precursors. 
From (43). 
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Fig. 7. Biodegradation of bacterial cells to methane precursors. 
From (43). 
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Fig. 8. Biodegradation of disaccharides to methane precursors. 
From (43). 
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oxidation (Fig. 6). Amino acids are deaminated forming the 
corresponding fatty acid (Fig. 4). 
The result of these reactions is the production of large amoun t s 
of direct precursors used for methane production (Fig. 9). These 
precursors are: acetate ., formate, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen (46). 
Anaerobic digesters contain a wide variety of microorganisms 
that catalyze these chemical reactions (17). The chemical species 
present in the digester must be in the proper proportion for efficient 
digestion (25). Changes in t .he substrate would undoubtedly result in 
changes of the microbial population. 
Environmental factors effecting methane production. The limiting 
factors which effect methane production have been studied in the 
anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge. Physical factors which effect 
methane production include Eh, pH, and temperature. The Eh must be 
lower than -200 millivolts (6). The optimum has not been established. 
The pH range for methanogenesis is 6.5 to 8.6, with the optimum at 7.0 
to 8.0 (17). The temperature range is from 20°C to 65°C, with the opti-
0 
mum for mesophilic digestion at 35 C. The optimum for themophilic di-
gestion is 60°C (41). 
Ammonia concentrations greater than 200 mM are inhibitory in 
mesophilic systems regardless of pH. If ammonia concentrations are 
between 100 and 200 mM and the pH is greater than 7.4, the system is 
inhibited (41). 
Alkalinity concentrations as high as qOOO mg Caco3 /liter can be 
tolerated in mesophilic systems (18). Thermophilic systems will toler-
ate 7/00 mg caco
3
/liter (41). The upper limit has not been esta-
Fig. 9. Interrelationship between the methane bacteria and other 
substances of the anaerobic . carbon cycle. From (27). 
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blished in either system. 
The effect of chemical factors on methane production has been 
extensively researched in sludge digesters. Stimulatory compounds and 
the investigators reporting them are listed in Table 2. Inhibitory 
compounds and the references are in Table 3. 
Table 2. Chemical factors which stimulate methane 
production or methanogens. 
Chemical factor 
Methylcobalamin 
+++ (Fe . . ) as Fec:13 
++ (Co ) as CoC12 
(NH3) 
Rumen fluid growth factors 
Acetate 
B-vitamins 
Folic acid 
Coenzyme M (2-mercaptoethanesulfonate) 
Soluble CHO 
Branched chain fatty acids 
N- acetylglucosarnine 
Total acid 
F420 
Fatty acid concentrations 
Sulfate 
Thiamine 
Proline 
Glycine 
Benz imidazole 
From (43). 
Reference 
7 
32 
32 
22 
45 
45 
45 
45 
21 
17 
1 
28 
17 
24 
28 
24 
32 
32 
32 
32 
27 
Table 3. Chemical factors which inhibit 
methane production or methanogens. 
Inhibitors Reference 
1. Heavy metals 
Cu++ 23 
Zn ++- 23 
Ni+ 23 
Ag+ 23 
Hg++ 23 
Others 23 
2. Methane analogs 
CHC13 37 
CC14 37 
CH2 c12 37 
3. Others 
Aminopterin 33 
Air 17 
N03 1 7 
H2 17 
HCOOH 17 
so4 46 
From (43). 
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SECTION I: ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF METHANE PRODUCTION FROM DAIRY 
CATTLE WASTE 
29 
The economic impact of decreasing the refractory volatile solids 
concentration and increasing the reaction rate constant was examined 
with a computerized cost model. The unit gas cost (UGC) ($/M. cu. ft. 
CH4 ) was determined for refractory volatile solids concentrations be-
tween 28% and 52% (W/W). Reaction rate constants ranging from 5.92 x 
109 to 1.24 x 1011 were applied to the model. Analyses were preformed 
0 
at 55 C. Retention time was varied between 1 and 10 days. Total solids 
concentration was varied between 8% and 14% (T. .. J/W). All analyses were 
performed with and without a fertilizer plant option for upgrading 
digester effluent solids. Unit gas cost (UGC) without a fertilizer 
plant decreased as the refractory volatile solids concentration de-
creased. UGC also decreased as the reaction rate constant increased. 
UGC increased as volatile solids concentration decreased with a fertil-
izer plant. UGC decreased as the reaction rate constant increased at 
short retention times with fertilizer plant. Unit gas costs were 
always above $8.00 perM. cu. ft. methane without a fertilizer plant, 
and were consistently lower than the current market price of $3.18 per 
M. cu. ft. methane when a fertilizer plant was incorporated into the 
system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste to methane and fertil-
izer reduces the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of the manure, although 
the concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium are not 
significantly reduced. The process has the potential to be used to 
abate pollution caused by dairy cattle manure. The residual nitrogen, 
phosphorous and potassium (NPK) have economic value as fertilizer. The 
sale of methane and carbon dioxide also contribute to the profit paten-
tial. If it is economical to recover these products, the process can 
be used to reduce the BOD and NPK entering the environment. 
Okeechobee County, Florida, is an area where the anaerobic diges-
tion of dairy cattle waste could be used to abate pollution. Thirty-
two dairies are located in the Taylor Creek-Nubbin Slough Basin in 
Okeechobee County (Fig. 10). The basin is part of the Lake Okeechobee 
watershed. The water table is high in this area of Florida and the 
land is covered by flowing water much of the year. Typically, cattle 
stay in or near the water to stay cool. Their waste contributes a 
significant portion of the nutrient load in the runoff water entering 
Lake Okeechobee (5). According to the Dairy Summary printed by the 
Florida Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (12), 32 dairies 
in the area housed approximately 62,200 dairy cattle in 1978. The 
human population was estimated to be 19,800 in 1978. The rate of 
growth of the dairy cattle population in Okeechobee is estimated to be 
Fig. 10. Location of dairy herds in Taylor Creek-Nubbin Slough Basin. 
(Letter designations correspond to dairies listed in Table 4.) 
OKEECHOBEE COUNTY 
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Table 4. Number of dairy cattle in Taylor Creek-Nubbin Slough Basin 
and adjacent areas in 1978. 
* Code 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 
X 
y 
z 
AA 
BB 
cc 
DD 
EE 
FF 
Dairy 
Boyd 
Boynton Beach 
Davie 
Dry Lake 
Enrico 
F & R 
Flying G 
Larson Ill 
larson 113 
New BB McArthur 
Charles McArthur 1 
Charles McArthur 2 
Charles McArthur 3 
Charles McAi.thur 4 
McArthur Inc. 1 
McArthur Inc. 2 
McArt. hu r Inc. 3 
McArthur Inc. 7 
McArthur Inc. 8 
L.N. McArthur 
Murphy White 
Newcomer 
Paler 
Posey 
Ret Top 114 
E & S Rucks 
H & T Rucks 
Vernon Rucks 
\.Jilson Rucks 
Sez 
Williams & Son 
Wloof 
TOTAL 
Milkers 
250 
450 
600 
1,000 
1,400 
728 
980 
1,200 
1,300 
1,500 
1,500 
1,460 
1,500 
1,500 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,500 
800 
550 
300 
465 
560 
800 
700 
600 
550 
620 
325 
400 
28,538 
* Code refers to the location of the dairies in Fig. 10. 
Total 
312 est. 
600 
750 
1,660 
2,000 
970 
1,2.00 
1,550 
1,600 
1,875 est. 
1,700 
1,825 est. 
1,875 est. 
1,175 est. 
1,125 est. 
1,300 
1,125 est. 
1,125 est. 
1,300 
500 
1,000 
750 
375 est. 
581 est. 
750 
1,060 
875 est. 
800 
750 
775 est. 
406 est. 
500 est. 
34,189 est. 
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3,900 cattle per year (Table 5). The rate of growth of the human 
population is estimated to be 900 people per year (Table 6). If the 
present rate of growth continues, 37% of the da iry cattle in Florida 
would be located in Okeechobee County by the year 2000. It is unlikely 
that this will occur due to land limitations and the conti.Lluance of 
urban expansion. However, the number of dairy cattle in the area will 
increase. There is a discrepancy between the data presented in the 
Dairy Sumruary and an actual census made by the Coordinating Council on 
the Restoration of the Kissimmee River-Nubbin Slough Basin (a State 
agency). The Coordinating Council staff estimate of 26,600 milkers was 
used for the economic analysis reported in this study and in the compu-
ter modeling analysis performed by Wodzinski et al. (43, 44). 
The potential for recovery of resources from cattle waste can be 
profitable in Okeechobee County if credits are realized from additional 
resources contained in the digester effluent (43, 44). Credits for 
fertilizer and carbon dioxide can be realized if the facility is of 
sufficient size. 
Any manure digestion process would require the effective collection 
of the manure. The only feasible method is to confine the cattle. Such 
an installation would require a mechanical method of manure collection 
such as flushing with water or removal by scraping. It would also be 
necessary to shade the cattle since they would be restricted from 
seeking cover. This produces other economic benefits. Reduction of 
heat stress by providing shade has been reported to increase milk 
production and conception rates (9). Therefore, it is contended that 
the cost of cattle confinement should not be borne solely by the 
35 
Table 5. Estimates of dair~ cattle poEulation in 
the State of Florida and Okeechobee 
County. 
Dairy Cattle Population (Thousands) 
Date State Okeechobee County 
1/1/70 238.5 30.0 
1/1/71 242.8 N.A. 
1/1/72 246.2 39.3 
1/1/73 248.7 46.1 
1/1/74 258.1 48.0 
1/1/75 268.5 47.0 
1/1/76 267.1 53.6 
* 1 / 1/78 279.5 62.2 
1/1/80 * 290.1 70.0 
* 1/1/85 316.7 89.7 
* 1/1/90 343.4 109.3 
* 1/1/00 396.6 148.6 
* based on data for years Estimate of population 
1970-76, f~om (12). 
Table 6. "Estimates of human population in the 
State of Florida and Okeechobee County. 
Human Population (Thousands) 
Date State Okeechobee County 
4/1/65 5,961.6 9.5 
4/1/70 * 6,791.4 11.2 
7/1/71 7,120.0 12.3 
7/1/72 7,441.5 13.1 
7/1/73 7,845.1 14.7 
7/1/74 8,248.9 16.3 
7/1/75 8,485.2 17.0 
7/1/76 8,551.8 17.9 
7/1/78 8,908.0 19.8 
7/1/80 9,432.0 22.2 
7/1/85 10,538.0 28.1 
7/1/90 11,722.0 31.2 
7/1/00 13,572.0 36.2 
* from (40). All other data Census data for 1970 
from (13). 
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Fig. 11. The rate of growth and the projected rate of growth of the 
human population in Florida and the rate of growth and pro-
jected rate of growth of dairy cattle in Florida. Correla-
tion coefficients refer to the line of best fit. Correlation 
coefficients for human and dair~ cattle populations ~~ 
0. 996 and 0. 970. Symbols: ( e) human population; (~­
dairy cattle population. From (12). 
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digestion process. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of possible 
improvements to the bioconversion process on the profitability of 
resource recovery. These improvements include the reduction of the 
refractory volatile solids concentration and increasing the bioconver-
sion rate. 
40 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Computerized cost model. The computerized cost model developed by 
Ashare et al. (3) at Dynatech and modified by Wodzinski et al. (43, 44) 
at the University of Central Florida was used. The model utilized 
capital cost data supplied by Hamilton Standard and other equipment 
suppliers (43). The Hamilton Standard data were actual costs incurred 
at the digester facility at Kaplan Industries in Bartow, Florida. This 
model is accurate for relatively large installations. 
The cost model calculations are reflected in the unit gas cost 
(UGC). The UGC is the cost, in dollars, to produce ~000 cu. 
ft. of methane. This pricing structure is typically used in the petro-
leum industry. 
The cost model offers several options to the user and includes: 
(1) type of digester; (2) gas usage; (3) centrifuge usage; (4) heat 
exchanger usage; (5) digester design; (6) electricity credits; (7) cattle 
confinement costs; (8) effluent solids credits; (9) type of fertilizer 
plant; (10) type of nitrogen used in fertilizer plant. 
The operator also has the option to request either a complete 
listing of the process conditions, calculation of total plant investment, 
manufacturing costs, unit gas cost, and pollution abatement impact 
(Appendix I) or a brute force iteration (Appendix II). The brute force 
iteration is a method used to calculate the unit gas cost while varying 
temperature, total solids concentration, and retention time in operator-
41 
controlled increments. 
Extensive documentation of the logic flow, available options, 
process conditions and capital cost information is available elsewhere 
(3 , 43). A listing of the computer program is in Appendix III. Var-
iable names and their units are in Appendix IV. Data input format is 
in Appendix V. 
Analysis of factors influencing gas production. Gas production 
was calculated by the equation: 
where 
(1) GT = 0.37*A*(SO-Sl)*RNUM/HRT 
GT 
A 
so 
Sl 
= Gas production in L gas/L reactor/day 
COD to biodegradable influent solids 
RNUM 
Volatile solids concentration in influent (g/L) 
Volatile solids concentration in effluent (g/L) 
Number of digesters 
HRT Hy~raulic retention time (days) 
All of the above values except Sl were provided in the data input 
either as one value or as several values using the brute force iteration. 
where 
where 
Sl was calculated by the equation: 
(2) Sl = ( (1-R) *SO/ ( ( (HRT*RK/RNUM)+l) **RNUM)+R*SO) 
-1 RK First order reaction rate constant (days ) 
R = Fraction of refractory volat i le solids 
RK was calculated by the equation: 
(3) RK = RKO*EXP(E/(T+273)) 
RKO = Constant in Arrhenius rate expression 
E Arrhenius activation energy divided by gas constant 
T Temperature 
42 
Gas production was dependent upon the amount of volatile solids 
converted. In order to increase gas production, the concentration of 
volat il.e solids in the effluent (Sl) would have to be decreased. For 
any given temperature, retention time and volatile solids influent 
concentration (SO), Sl can be decreased by decreasing the refractory 
volatile solids concentration (R) and/or increasing the Arrhenius rate 
constant RKO. In this study, R was varied between 28% and 52%. RKO 
was varied between 5.92 x 109 and 1.24 x 1011 . The analysis was per-
formed using the brute force iteration. The temperature was maintained 
0 
at 55 C. Total solids concentration in the influent was varied from 
8- 14% (W/W). Retention time was varied from 1- 10 days. Modification 
of the output from the iteration was performed. Sl and the percent 
volatile solids conversi.on (VSCON) were requested instead of the heat 
requirements and makeup water requirements. The analysis was performed 
with and without the fertilizer plant option. Data input parameters 
are listed in Appendix IV. 
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RESULTS 
Effect of retention time on volatile solids conversion and annual 
gas production. The percent volatile solids conversion and annual gas 
production increased as retention time increased (Figs. 12, 13). The 
rate of increase was greater at shorter retention times than at longer 
retention times. 
Effect of total solids concentration on unit gas cost. Unit gas 
cost decreased as total solids concentration increased (Fig. 14). 
Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on percent 
volatile solids conversion and gas production. The percent volatile 
solids and total gas production increased as refractory volatile solids 
concentra~ion decreased (Figs. 15, 16). Volatile solids conversion 
was 16.7% when the refractory volatile solids concentration was 52% at 
a one day retention time. The percent conversion was highest when the 
retention time was 10 days and the refractory volatile solids were 28%. 
This condition resulted in 60.6% volatile solids conversion. Gas pro-
duction was lowest and highest under these two conditions. The first 
condition resulted in 9.357 x 104 M cu. ft. methane/year, and the 
5 
second resulted in 3.433 x 10 M cu. ft. methane/year. 
Effect of reaction rate constant on percent volatile solids con-
version and gas production. Percent volatile solids conversion and gas 
production increased as the reaction rate constant (RKO) increased 
(Figs. 17, 18). The lowest values for conversion and gas production 
Fig. 12. Effect of retention time on percent volatile solids conver-
sion. Symbols: (e) R = 52.4, RKO = 5.92 x 109 . 
0 
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Fig. 13. Effect of retention time on annual gas production. Symbols: 
_( ,.) R= 52.4, RKO = 5.92 x · lo9·. 
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Fig. 14. Effect of total solids concentration on unit gas cost. 
Symbols: ~·) HRT = 1; ( ) HRT = 3. 
,a g 10 11 12 13 14 
TS CONCEN,TRATION(%W/W) 
Fig. 15. Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on percent 
volatile solids conversion. Symbols: ( e) R = 28%; ( ) 
R = 33%; (. ) R = 38%; ( 0 ) R = 43%; ( 0 ) R = 48%; 
( ~ ) R = 52%. 
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Fig. 16. Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on annual 
gas production . 
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Fig. 17. Effect of reaction rate constant on percent volatile solids 
conversion. Symbols: ( .• . ) RKO = 1. 24 x 1011 ; (..: ) RKO = 
6. 51 x 1o1o; c • ) RKo = 3. 55 x 1oro; < o ) RKO = 1. 78 x 
1olO; c 6. ) RKO = 1.48 x 1o.Lu; co) ~l(o = 1.1s x 1oiO; 
(·--·) RKO = 8. 88 x 109 · ( _A---_A) RKO = 5. 92 x 109. 
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Fig. 18. Effect of reaction rate constant on annual gas production. 
Symbols: (.) RKO = 1.24 x 1011 ; (.) RKO = 6.51 x 1010; 
( .& ) RKO ::::: 1. 78 X 1010; ( 0 ) RKO = 8. 88 X 109 ; ( D ) 
RKO = 5.92 X 10 . 
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were obtained at a 1 day retention time with RKO equal to 5.92 x 109 . 
Those values were 16.7% and 9.436 X 104 M. cu. ft. methane per year. 
Highest values of 47.6% and 2.695 X 105 M. cu. ft. methane per year 
were obtained on a 10 day retention time when R_l{Q = 1.24 X 1011. 
Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on unit gas 
cost without a fertilizer plant. The unit gas cost decreased as the 
refractory volatile solids concentration decreased (Fig. 19). The 
highest unit gas cost was $32.75 perM. cu. ft. methane at 52% refrac-
tory volatile solids, a 1 day retention time, and 8.0% total solids. 
The lowest unit gas cost was $9.74 perM. cu. ft. methane at 28% re-
fractory volatile solids, a 10 day retention time, and 14% total solids. 
Unit gas cost increased as total solids decreased. 
Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on unit gas 
cost with a fertilizer plant. Unit gas cost decreased as refractory 
volatile solids concentration decreasm (Fig. 20). The unit gas cost 
does not, however, continue to decline with increased retention time 
when the refractory volatile solids concentration is greater than 33% 
at 10% total solids. Unit gas cost does decrease as influent total 
solids increase. The highest unit gas cost was $9.23 per M. cu. ft 
methane at 8% total solids, a 1 day retention time, and 28% refrac-
tory volatile solids. The lowest unit gas cost was $1.58 per M. cu. 
ft. methane at 14% total solids, a 4 day retention time, and 52% 
refractory volatile solids. The lowest unit gas cost at 10% total 
solids and 52% refractory volatile solids was at a 4 day retention 
time. The unit gas cost was $1.96. However, the unit gas cost at 3 
and 5 day retention times were $1.97 and $1.98 respectively. The 
Fig. 19. Effect of refractor volatile solids concentration on unit 
gas cost without a fertilizer plant. Symbols: ( ) R = 28%; 
( • ) R = 33%; ( • ) R = 38%; ( 0 ) R = 43%; ( 0 ) R = 
48%; ( 6. ) R = 52%. 
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Fig. 20. Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration on unit 
gas cost with a fertilizer. plant ·. Symbols: ( • ) R = 28%; 
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lowest unit gas costs at 48% refractory volatile solids and 10% total 
solids were at 4 to 7 day retention times with costs of $2.68, $2.64, 
$2.65 and $2.67 respectively. 
Effect of reaction rate constant on unit gas cost without a fer-
tilizer plant. Unit gas cost decreased as the reaction rate constant 
(RKO) increased (Fig. 21). The unit gas cost did not continue to 
decline with retention time when the reaction rate constant was greater 
than 1.78 x 1010 at 10% total solids and a refractory volatile solids 
concentration of 52%. The highest UGC was $32.75 perM. cu. ft. methane 
at 8.0% total solids, a 1 day retention time and when the reaction 
9 
rate constant was 5.92 x 10 . The lowest UGC of $12.06 occurred at 13% 
total solids, . a 3 day retention time and when RKO was 1.24 x 1011 . 
The lowest UGC at 10% total solids was $12.22 when the retention time 
was three days and IDZO was 1.24 x 1011 . When the retention time was 
four and five days, the UGC was $12.25 and $12.30 respectively. 
Effect of reaction rate constant on unit gas cost with a fertil-
izer plant. Unit gas cost decreased as the reaction rate constant 
(RKO) increased (Fig. 22). The UGC did not continue to decrease with 
9 
retention time. ..Jhen RKO was equal to 5. 92 x 10 , the UGC decreased 
to $1.96 at a 4 day retention time. After four days, the UGC in-
creased. The point of inflection occurred at shorter retention times 
as RKO was increased. The highest unit gas cost of $2.88 occurred 
when RKO was equal to 5.92 x 109 , the retention time was 1 day and 
the total solids concentration was 8%. The lowest unit gas cost was 
$0.90 at a 1 day retention time~ 14% total solids and when RKO was 
11 
equal to 1.24 x 10 • 
Fig. 21. Effect of reaction rate constant o.n unit as cost wi out 
a fertilizer plant. iwnbols: ( -· ) . RKO = 1.241 {5 10 i._- ) PJ<O = 6. s10x 10 ; C • ) ~l(O = 3. s~ 0x 10 ; ( 0 ) RKO = 1. 7~0x 10 ; ( 6. ) RKO = 1. 48 x 90 ; ( D ) RKO = 1.18 x 109 ; (·----) RKO = 8.88 x 10 ; ( ·---.6.) R.KO = 5.92 X 10 . 
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Fig. 22. Effect of reaction rate ~onstant on unit gas cost yfth a 
fertilizer plant. Syt!lbols: ( ·It) RKO = 1. 24 x .10 ; 
( A ) EKO = 6. 51 x 1010; ( • ) -RKO = 3. 55 x 10lO; ( Q ) 
BKO = 1. 78 X 10~~; ( ~ ) RKO = 1. 48 X 1010; ( D ) RKO = 
1.18 x 1010 ; (·---·) RKO = 8.88 x 109; (A---A) RKO = 
9 5.92 X 10 • 
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Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and reaction 
rate constant on unit gas cost without a fertilizer plant. Unit gas 
cost decreased as refractory volatile solids decreased and as the 
reaction rate constant increased (Fig. 23). The greatest effect on 
decreasing the unit gas cost was the concentration of refractory vola-
tile solids. However, the unit gas cost was never below $8.00 perM. 
cu. ft. methane. 
Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and reaction 
rate constant on unit gas cost with a fertilizer plant. Unit gas cost 
decreased as the refractory volatile solids concentration and the 
reaction rate constant increased (Fig . 24). The greatest effect on 
decreasing the unit gas cost was increasing the concentration of refrac-
tory volatile solids. The unit gas costs were consistently lower than 
$4.00 perM . cu. ft. The unit gas costs were lower than $2.15 when the 
refractory volatile solids concentration was 52%. 
Fig. 23. Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and 
reaction rate constant on unit gas cost without a fgr-
tilizer plant. Symbols: ( .&---.& ) 9RK.o = 5. 92 x 10 ~ R =52%; (·----- -) RKO = 5.92 x 10, R = 28%; (~---A) 
RKO = 1. 2 4 x 1 all , R = 52% ; ( 0---0 ) RKO = 1 . 2 4 x 101 ~ , 
R = 28%. 
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Fig. 24. Effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and 
reaction rate constant on unit gas cost with a fertilizer 
plant. Symbols: <e) R=- 28%; (.) R= 33%; (_.) 
R = 3 8% ; ( 0 ) R 4 3 ~~ ; ( 0 ) R = 4 8% ; ( 6.. ) R = 52% ; 
(----) RKO = 5.92 x 109; (----) RKO = 1.24 x 1011. 
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DISCUSSION 
The effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and reaction 
rate constant on the economics of bioconversion of dairy waste were 
studied. The refractory volatile solids concentrations were varied 
between 28% and 52%. Varel et al. (41) reported that 52.4% of the 
volatile solids in dairy manure are refractory. Analysis of dairy 
cattle manure has shown that lignin comprises 28% of the volatile 
solids (41). It is unlikely that any significant portion of the lignin 
would be degraded within 10 days at 55°C. This information was used 
to determine the parameters Jf this study. 
The r eaction rate constant was varied between 5.92 x 109 and 
11 9 1.24 x 10 . The value of 5.92 x 10 was determined by Ashare et al. 
(3) through a least square fit of experimental data obtained by several 
investigators. This was the minimum attainable rate. The higher values 
that were used were estimates of potential increases in rate that might 
be obtained if the fermentation was optimized by strain selection, 
physical and chemical parameters, and nutritional techniques. Aerobic 
fermentations have been optimized by a combination of these t .echniques. 
Rates of fermentation and increases in total yields of desired products 
are commonplace. The values used were 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 6.0, 11.0, 
and 20.9 times the rate calculated by Ashare. 
Higher yields of methane should be produced by a digestion process 
that degrades a higher proportion of the volatile solids in the feed 
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material. Yields might also be increased by a digestion system that 
contained organisms that would convert the volatile solids to methane 
at a faster rate. 
Wodzinski et al. (43, 44) have determined that this process is 
economical if the solids are recovered from the digester effluent and 
upgraded to a 6-6-6 fertilizer before sale. Without this type of 
solids recovery, the process is uneconomical at any of the reaction 
rate constants and refractory volatile solids concentrations studied. 
The lowest unit gas cost without a fertilizer plant reported in this 
study was more than $8.00 per M. cu. ft. methane. The price of methane 
is presently $3.18 perM. cu. ft. Premex, the natural gas cartel in 
Mexico, commands a price of $4.62 perM. cu. ft. methane. The unit 
gas cost was lower than these figures when the fertilizer plant was 
included in the calculations. 
At the present digestion conditions of 52~~ refractory volatile 
solids and a reaction rate constant of 5.92 x 109 , the unit gas cost 
with a fertilizer plant was $1.98 perM. cu. ft. methane at a 5 day 
retention time. Hashimoto et al. (16) have reported a unit gas cost 
of $2.81 per M. cu. ft. methane for an installation of 50,000 head of 
beef cattle. These calcualtions did not utilize credits for carbon 
dioxide production. The above does not reflect a credit for refeeding 
of solids. The unit gas cost was calculated at $2.47 perM. cu. ft. 
methane when a credit of $60.96/ton was realized from refeed of solids. 
The refeed credit does not require an upgrading cost before its sale. 
The only cost necessary is a recovery cost. This ia also necessary in 
fertilizer production. The cost of recovery of the solids for fertil-
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izer may be less than the cost of solids for refeed. Hashimoto's costs 
were based upon results obtained with a 5~700 liter pilot plant diges-
ter and recalculated to a 50,000 head installation. 
Decreasing the refractory volatile solids concentration increases 
methane produciton, but it also increases the unit gas cost if a 
fertilizer plant is used. The solids have a greater value in their 
present form than as methane. The unit gas cost can be reduced by in-
creasing the reaction rate. This will increase the amount of methane 
produced and will decrease the required digester volume. A lower vol-
ume will result in a lower capital cost expenditure. The decreases in 
unit gas cost that result from an increased rate are attractive from an 
economic standpoint. At the present reaction rate of 5.92 x 109 , the 
process is economical. Any increase in rate will result in additional 
profits for the operator of such a system. 
The digestion process should be optimized for maximum methane 
production, in the shortest time, with minimum solids degradation. 
Further experimentation is needed to determine the minimum digestion 
time for stabilization of the dairy waste solids and removal of sub-
stances that are toxic to plants, if any. Further study is also needed 
to determine the advantages of fertilizer with a highly organic base 
and low leachability such as dairy cattle waste. The effect of digested 
wastes on upgrading poor soils such as those found in much of Florida 
should be examined. Not only could this result in increased crop 
acreage, but it might also allow the product to command a higher price 
than inorganic fertilizer. 
SECTION II: MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF METHANE PRODUCTION FROM 
DAIRY CATTLE WASTE 
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The anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste to methane was 
investigated using a multistage multistream digester. The digester 
design consisted of a 1,700 liter central digester with a working vol-
ume of ~200 liters and 10, 50-liter satellite digesters with working 
volumes of 40 liters each. This design allowed for the automatic 
addition of substrate to the central and satellite digesters, once and 
three times per h respectively. The digester was operated at 55°C and 
10% total solids (TS), with a 6 day retention time (RT) in the central 
digester and a 2 day RT in the satellites. This resulted in a total 
RT of 8 days. Manure from a commercial dairy was used as substrate. 
Methane production was directly related to changes in cattle feed 
ration and ranged between 1.27 and 0.3 liters methane per liter of reac-
tor fluid per day at a 6 day RT. Alkalinity, volatile fatty acid (VFA) 
and ammonia concentrations were related to methane production. VFA 
concentrations were lower and methane production slightly higher in the 
satellite digesters. Variability between satellite digesters was 
minimal on any given day. Digester effluent was analyzed for fertil-
izer value after drying for 10 days on a sand drying bed at an initial 
depth of 10.0 em. Total N, P2o5 , and K2 0 concentrations were 1.8%, 1.1%, 
and 7.5% for undigested manure; 4.5%, 2.3%, and 9.1% for 6 day RT 
effluent; and 2.0%, 1.1%, and 7.5% for 8 day RT effluent. These studies 
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indicate that a 3 - 5 day RT at 10-12% TS with minimal changes in cattle 
feed ration and recovery of solids for fertilizer usage will result in 
a stable and economical digestion system. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste reduces the bio-
chemical oxygen demand of the manure. This aids in the abatement of 
water pollution. If the process is to be widely accepted, it must be 
economical. Studies indicate that the process can be economical if 
the saleable end products of the fermentation are recovered (43~ 44). 
These products are methane, carbon dioxide 3 nitrogen, phosphorous and 
potassium. 
The production of methane at thermophilic temperatures results in 
high rates of digestion. Thermophilic digestion would also theoreti-
cally minimize the survival of bacterial pathogens& Most of the re-
search that has been conducted utilizes 3 to 10 liter digesters in 
which carefully controlled substrate is introduced once or twice per 
day (29, 41). On a large scale, methane fermentations would probably 
be conducted on a continous feed basis. This study was initiated to 
design and construct a laboratory scale digester system which approached 
continuous fermentation conditions. Substrate for the digester was 
from a commercial dairy in which the investigators had no control over 
the cattle feed ration. The study also investigated the total nitrogen, 
phosphorous (as P2o5), and potassium (as K20) concentrations present in 
the digester effluent and its components. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Reactors. A multistage, multistream digester was designed, con-
structed and used in this study. The design consisted of a 1, 700 li-
ter digester which had a working volume of 1,200 liters and lQ- 50-lit.er 
satellite digesters with working volumes of 40 liters each (Fig. 25). 
Manure was diluted to the desired concentration and ground with a 
submersible grinder pump (Peabody Barnes, Model 203) mounted in a 208 
L plastic lined drum (Fig. 26). The diluted manure was then transferred 
to another 208 liter drum which served as t he central digester feed 
reservoir. This was equipped with a mixing pump (Teel, 1P795) (Fig. 
27). The mixing pump was controlled by a microprocessor (Micromaster, 
Model WP-6001). Manure was introduced to the central digester with an 
air actuated diaphragm pump (Wilden, Model M4). ·Flow rate was con-
trolled by a pressure regulator with a gauge (Wilkerson, Model R-20-02-
000 and GRP-49-038). The quantity of manure delivered to the central 
digester was controlled by a microprocessor and solenoid (Skinner, 
Model 247). The central digester was fed every hour. The central di-
gester consisted of a 2.29 m x 2.29 m polyvinylchloride {PVC)-coated 
nylon bag with influent, effluent and eight sample ports (Fig. 28). 
All ports were 2.45 em I.D. PVC pipe. Penetration of the bag was 
through standard water bed fittings which were glued and clamped to 
the pipe. Influent and effluent ports extended to the bottom of the 
digester. The central digester was in a 2.7 m x 3.35 m 60°C walk-in 
Fig. 25. Multistage, rnultistream semi-continuous digester design. 
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Manure Recirculating and Feed Loop 
Gas Removal System 
Central Digester Feed Line 
Sattel ite Digester Feed Valves 
Incubator Wall 
Sattelite Digesters 
Sample and Contr I Ports 
Centra l Digester ( rable) 
Fig. 26. Manure grinder pump. 
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Fig. 27. Central digester substrate reservoir and addition pwnp. 
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Fig. 28. Central and satellite digesters. 
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incubator with its controls located on the exterior (Fig. 29). 
The contents of the central digester were mixed by pumping manure 
from the bag, through the recirculation loop and back into the bag. 
The manure was pumped by an air actuated diaphragm pump. Pressure 
fluctuations within the recirculation pipe were controlled by a surge 
suppressor (Blacacoli, Model Sentry 1) while the pumping rate was con-
trolled by a pressure regulator (Fig. 30). 
Manure from the central digester was fed at specified rates to each 
of 10 identical satellite digesters (Figs. 28, 31). The body of each 
satellite digester was a 50 liter autoclavable polypropylene carboy. 
The carboy was attached to a mixing pump (Teel, Model 1P795) with a 
2.54 em I.D. PVC pipe. Penetration of the carboy body was made with a 
2.54 em I.D. male threaded coupling. This connection was sealed with a 
rubber washer and clear silicon caulking. The mixing pump was regula-
ted by a one-hour cycle time (Dayton, Model 2E357). Manure was intro-
duced to the digester with a 2.54 em I.D. air actuated valve equipped 
with a butyl rubber sleeve (Red Valve Co., Series 2600), which was 
connected to the central digester recirculating loop. Air pressure to 
the valve was controlled with a pressure regulator. Activation of the 
valve was controlled by a microprocessor and a solenoid (Asco , Model 
8320Al72) (Fig. 32) . 
Digested manure was removed from the carboy via an overflow 
system. Gas produced in the satellite and central digesters was re-
moved through a gas removal system consisting of 5.08 em I.D. PVC pipe 
with a fan on one end. This resulted in a slight negative pressure 
within the satellite digesters which enabled the effluent overflow 
Fig. 29. Digester support apparatus. 

Fig. 30. Digester controls~ recirculatory pump and surge suppressor. 
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Fig. 31. Satellite digester. 

Fig. 32. Digester controls: air solenoids and microprocessors. 
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system to operate. 
Process conditions. The following process conditions were 
utilized in this study : 0 temperature, 55 C; total solids, 10% (W/W); 
central digester retention time, 6 days; satellite digester retention 
time, 2 days. Substrate was added to the central digester once per 
hour while satellite digesters were charged with substrate three times 
per hour. Mixing was for 5 ~inutes at 20 minute intervals in the 
the satellite digesters. The central digester was mixed continuously. 
Mixing was for four minutes in the manure reservoir prior to the cen-
tral digester substrate addition. 
Substrate. Dairy waste (feces and urine) was collected from 
a commercial dairy near Orlando, Florida, from May to August, 1980. 
The collection site was a feed area with a concrete floor and aluminum 
roof. Milkers and dry cattle were fed within the sample area. The 
number of milkers and dry cattle in the collection area varied as did 
the feed ration (Table 7). Milkers were fed twice per day, whereas 
dry cattle were fed once daily. Waste accumulated for two to five days 
before the area was cleaned.The waste was shoveled into 208 liter plastic 
lined steel barrels and transported to the laboratory at ambient tem-
perature. The waste was stored at 4°C and used within 10 days. The 
total solids (TS) concentration varied between 17.2 and 21.5% (W/W); 
volatile solids (VS) concentration varied between 67.5 and 81.0% (W/W) 
(Table 8). The waste was diluted to approximately 10% TS and ground. 
Total solids and volatile solids determination. TS and VS analy-
ses were performed according to Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wastewater (2). 
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Table 7. Feed ration of cattle. 
Date of Physiological Number Feed ration (%) 
Ration State of of 
Change Cattle Cattle DPWa CSHb HOMe GRd MOLe 
4/21/80 Milkers 131 20 35 27 10 8 
Dry 140 20 35 27 10 8 
6/2/80 Milkers 131 5 35 40 15 5 
Dry 166 5 35 40 15 5 
6/11/80 Milkers 130 0 40 32 20 8 
Dry 68 0 30 !!0 20 10 
Dry 50 0 40 32 20 8 
6/24/80 Milkers 130 20 35 27 10 8 
Dry 95 5 30 42 15 8 
Dry 60 20 35 27 10 8 
7/11/80 Dry 200 50 25 15 0 10 
aDihydrolyzed poultry waste. 
b Cottonseed hulls. 
CH . omlny. 
d60% soybean, 20%corn pellets, 6% trace minerals, 5% Caco3 , 5% NaHC03 , 
2% Vitaferm, 2% urea. 
e u.s.s. Standard blackstrap molasses. 
Table 8. 
Date of 
Collection 
5/2/80 
6/2/80 
6/12/80 
6/26/80 
7/2/80 
7/9/80 
7/18/80 
7/28/80 
Total solids and volatile solids 
concentration of manure. 
TS (% W/W) 
17.2 + 0. 2 
21.5 + 0.5 
17.7 + 0.2 
19.6 + 1.6 
17.6 + 0.2 
18.0 + 0.8 
17.1 + 0.6 
18.6 + 0.7 
VS (% W/W TS) 
81.0 + 0.7 
78.8 + 0.9 
79.0 + 0.6 
71.6 + 1.5 
76.9 + 1.6 
74.7 + 0.9 
67.5 + 1.2 
72.7 + 0.8 
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Total nitrogen determination. Total ni~rogen analyses were 
performed according to Official Methods of Analysis of the Association 
of Official Analytical Chemists (4) ~ Section 2.049. Results were ex--
pressed as% nitrogen (W/W). 
Total phosphorous determination. Total phosphorous analyses 
were performed according to the Official Methods of Anaylsis of the 
Association of Official Analytical Chemists (4), Sections 2.019d - 2.025. 
Results were expressed as % (W/W) P2o5 . 
Total potassium determination. Total potassium analyses were per-
formed according to Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 
Wastewater (2). Concentrations were expressed in% (W/W) K20. 
Ammonia analyses. Ammonia was analyzed with an Auto Analyzer and 
Technicon industrial method 18-69W with manifold .#116-DOOl-01. This 
method was modified to include a dialyzer to remove particulate mater-
ial from the manure since it interferes with the colorimetric analysis. 
In the modification employed, the sample is dialyzed prior to mixing 
with air and potassium sodium tartrate. The net effect of dialysis is 
to decrease the sensitivity by approximately 50%. Since ammonia con-
centrations in fresh manure and in digesters are higher than 75 mg/liter 
it was necessary to dilute the samples. 
Analysis for methyl orange alkalinity. An Auto Analyzer using 
Technicon industrial method 23-69W and manifold #116-DOlS-01 was used 
to determine methyl orange alkalinity. The method was modified to 
include dialysis of the sample prior to its combination with the methyl 
orange reagent and air. The net effect of dialysis was to reduce the 
sensitivity by approximately 50%. 
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Sampling method for gaseous _ products. Gas volume was determined 
as previously described (41). One hundred ml serum bottles, which had 
been evacuated and flushed with carr.ier gas, were used f or co llect i on 
of samples for chromatographic analyses. Samples were taken through 
the rubber inlet hose with a double-tipped vacutainer needle (18-gauge). 
Air drying analysis. Effluent samples (9 liters) were dried outdoors 
at ambient temperatures for 10 days in a wooden frame measuring 30 em x 
30 em x 15 em. T?e frame was placed in sandy soil so the top edge was 
even with the soil surface. The initial effluent depth was 10 em. 
So l ids centrifugation analysis. Effluent samples (200 ml) were 
centrifuged in a Sorvall RC-5 refrigerated centrifuge at 19,000 x g for 
0 
one hour at 4 C. 
Volatile fatty acid sample preparation. Dairy cattle manure samples 
were centrifuged at 3,000 x g to remove solids. One ml of supernatant 
was diluted with 1 ml water in a glass-stoppered tube. Sodium chloride 
(0.8 g), 50% H2 so4 (0.4 ml), and chromatography grade ethyl ether (2.0 
ml were added to each tube. The tubes were stoppered and mixed by in-
verting 20 times. The tubes were then centrifuged briefly to break the 
emulsion. The ether layer was recovered and placed in a clean tube 
containing Mgso4 to remove water. This was allowed to stand for 10 min. 
before injecting a 5 ul samples into a gas-liquid chromatograph. Fatty 
acid concentration was determined by integration with a Spectra-Physics 
recording integrator {Model IISP4100). Four standards were prepared as 
described above containing formic, acetic, propionic, isobutyric, N-
butyric, isovaleric, N-valeric, isocaproic and heptanoic acids at final 
concentrations of 0, 5, 10, and 20 meq/liter each. 
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Volatile fatty acid analysis. Chromatographic analysis of volatile 
fatty acids was determined on a Shirnadzu gas-liquid chromatograph (Model 
fiGC7 A) equipped with a dual flame ionization detector. Stainless steel 
columns, 1.83 m x 6.35 mm, containing 15% SP-2100/1% H3Po4 on 100/120 
Chrornosort W AW (Supe1co, Inc.) were utilized to resolve the volatile 
fatty acid components of dairy cattle waste. Separation was achieved 
by the following temperature program: 0 initial column temperature 135 C, 
0 4 min. post injection time; temperature increased to 180 C at a rate of 
16°C per min.; final temperature held for 8 min. Other instrument par-
ameters and settings included the following: a nitrogen carrier gas at 
60 cc/rnin.; injection temperature, 240°C; air pressure at 0.5 kg per 
2 
ern ; hydrogen pressure at 0.5 kg per 
per min. 
2 
em ; recorder chart speed 0.5 em 
Biogas analysis. Chromatographic analysis of biogas for methane 
and carbon dioxide concentrations was determined on a Perkin-Elmer gas 
chromatograph (Model Sigma I) as previously described (41). 
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RESULTS 
Effect of feed ration on biogas and methane production at a 6 
day retention time. Biogas and methane production decreased within two 
to three days following addition of manure from cattle fed a different 
ration (Fig. 33). These determinations were made from the central di-
gester at a 6 day retention time. Manure was not used for at ~east one 
day after collect ion to facilitate determination of total solids (TS) 
and volatile solids (VS). Methane and biogas production was highest 
on June 4, 1980_, three weeks following the digester start up. Produc-
tion was lowest on June 23, 1980, after the cattle feed ration was v oid 
of dihydrolyzed poultry waste (DPW) for eleven days. Methane and biogas 
production increased after June 23 until the feed ration was changed 
aga in on July 2, 1980. Methane and biogas production were reduced most 
when the concentration of CPW in the feed was decreased. Increasing the 
DPW concentration demonstrated a decreased amount of inhibit ion. 
Effect of alkalinity a~d ammonia concentrations on bioga s and 
methane product ion at a 6 day retention time. Alkalinity a n d ammonia 
con c entrations were lowe s t wh en biog a s and meth ane production were 
~ighest ( F i g s . 34 , 35). The ma rked effect of t h e c a t t l e feed ration 
changes is n ot evident~ However 9 the highest ammonia and alkalinity 
conc ent rations o f 79 e8 mM and ~947 mg/liter occurred on June 25 , 1980, the 
period in which DPW concentration was zer o. Th e lowest ammonia c oncen-
tration of 30.8 mM also occurred during the same period. The lowest 
Fig. 33. The effect of dairy cattle feed ration changes on the 
production of biogas and methane during the anaerobic 
digestion of manure at a six day retention time. 
Symbols: ( e ) methane; ( • ) biogas; DPW - dihy-
drolyzed pDultry waste. 
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Fig. 34. The effect of dairy cattle ration changes on ammonia 
-concentrations during the anaerobic digestion of manure 
at a six day retention time. dpw = dihydrolyzed poultry 
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Fig. 35. The effect of dairy cattle feed ration changes on methyl 
orange alkalinity concentrations during the anaerobic 
digestion of manure at a six day retention time. dpw = 
dihydrolyzed poultry waste. 
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alkalinity concentrations occurred when the DPW concentrations were 
the highest. 
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Effect of feed ration on the volatile fatty acid concentrations 
during anaerobic digestion of manure at a 6 day retention time. Vola-
tile fatty acid (VFA) concentrations were highest when methane and bio-
gas production were lowest (Table 9 and Fig. 33). Propionic acid 
concentrations were lowest when methane and biogas production were 
highest (Table 9 and Fig. 33). Acetate concentrations varied from 
this slightly, but the other VFAs followed the trend. The highest 
concentrations of all VFAs except acetic occurred on either 6/24/80 
(0%. DP'VT) or 6/25/80 (0% DPW).. Acetate was highest on 6/7/80 (5% DPW). 
Biogas and methane producti.on were at their highest levels from 6/3/80 
to 6/9/80 (5% DPW) and at a low level on 6/23/80 (0% DPW). 
Fermentation in satellite digesters. Fermentation products from 
the 10 satellite digesters were analyzed in the same manner as the 
central digester products. Data from July 13, 1980, and August 6, 1980, 
are in Tables 10, 11, and 12. Methane concentration and biogas produc-
tion were higher in the satellites than in the central digester, while 
co2 , ammonia, alkalinit.y concentrations, and volatile fatty acid 
concentrations were lower. Variation between the satellite digesters 
on any day was minimal. 
Solids recovery via centrifugation. After centrifugation of the 
6 day RT effluent at 19,000 x g for one hour, 69.77 + 1.5% (W/W) was 
pelleted. Eight day RT effluent, which was treated in the same manner, 
was 79.0 + 2.1% (W/W) pellet. Ten percent undigested manure (o day) 
was 66.9 + 1.1% (W/W) pellet • . The centrifuge pellet was not firm and 
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the solids readily resuspended. Separatory aids were not utilized. 
Solids recovery via air drying. Air drying on a sand bed for 
10 days removed 94.5% (W/W) of the water from 6 day RT effluent. Air 
drying removed 88.6% (1tJ/VJ) and 82.4% (W/H) of the water from 0 day RT 
and 8 day RT effluent respectively. The lower amount of water 
removal in the 0 and 8 day RT effluent can be attributed to a greater 
incidence of rain druing the 10 day drying period. The dried material 
was 43.2%, 63.3%, and 40.7% (W/W) TS for retention times of 0, 6, and 
8 days. 
Fertilizer value of digester effluent and components. The N-P-K 
values for 0, 6 and 8 day RT effluents and their components are in Table 
13. The effluents contained high levels of K20 which was evenly distri-
buted between solids and supernate. Nitrogen and P 2o5 concentrations 
were highest in the digester solids. Nutrient loss was determined by 
calculation using the N-P-K values of uncentrifuged effluen t as the 
reference. 
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Table 13. Fertilizer value of digester effluents and components. 
0 day RT 
effluent 
air dryed 
cent. solids 
cent. supernate 
6 day RT 
effluent 
air dryed 
cent. solids 
cent. supernate 
8 day RT 
effluent 
air dryed 
cent. solids 
cent. supernate 
%N 
0.27 + 0.03 
0.91 + 0.19 
0.62 + 0.01 
0.15 + 0.05 
1. 2 9 + 0. 03 
4.53 + 0.47 
2.79 + 0.38 
0.64 + 0.05 
0.33 + 0.06 
0.97 + 0.02 
0.66 + 0.13 
0.00 + 0.00 
0.32 + 0.00 
1.12 + 0.06 
0.64 + 0.00 
0.12 + 0.00 
0.26 + 0.07 
2.33 + 0.11 
0.78 + 0.03 
0.12 + 0.00 
0.38 + 0.03 
1.09 + 0.06 
0. 7 4 + 0. 00 
0.12 + 0.00 
4.55 + 0.27 
7.22 + 0.54 
4.40 + 0.27 
3.76 + 0.00 
6.33 + 0.24 
9.11 + 0.54 
4.40 + 0.54 
4.94 + 0.39 
4.71 + 0.94 
7.54 + 0.00 
5.02 + 0.54 
4. 71 + 0. 00 
Table 14. Loss of nutrients during ten day 
0 
6 
8 
a 
b 
air drying. 
N P205 K · O 2 
day RT 37.7%a 35.3% 70.6% 
day RT 51.8% -23.2%b 80.2% 
day RT 20.5% 22.7% 56.7% 
Loss was calculated from N, P2o, and K2o 
concentrations before and after drying. TS 
concentrations were 8.0, 8.7, 10.8% (W/W) 
before drying and 43.2, 63.3, and 40.7% (W/VJ) 
after drying. 
Indicates increase. 
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DISCUSSION 
This study investigated three areas: the feasibility of using a 
multistream, multistage digestion system for dairy cattle waste; the 
effect of cattle feed variation on methane production; and fertilizer 
value of the digester effluent. 
A multistream, multistage design was investigated for two reasons: 
first, to determine the feasibility of utilizing plastic bag type di-
gesters for small anaerobic digestion installations; and second, to 
facilitate approaching continuous fermentation. Generally, research on 
methane production has been done in 3 - 10 liter vessels, in which 
substrate addition occurred once or twice per day (29, 41). The diges-
ter design utilized in this study approached continuous fermentation. 
Substrate was added to the central and satellite digesters 24 and 72 
times per day respectively. The central digester was operated at a 
6 day RT while the satellites were operated at a 2 day RT. Substrate 
for the satellite digesters was the central digester effluent. The 
digester system functioned well aft .er three preliminary runs. These 
preliminary runs were necessary to identify and correct any design and 
construction flaws. One area that was corrected was the positioning 
of the satellite digester feed valves. Initially, they were placed in 
a downward position from the central digester recirculatory pipe. 
Solids flowing through the pipe would collect at the top of the valve 
and plug it. This problem was solved by placing the valves in an up-
119 
wards position which stopped the solids from settling. Another 
problem that was encountered was the central digester construction 
material. Initially, clear polyvinylchloride waterbed material was 
used. After a period of time, the bag split. It was replaced with PVC 
which had a nylon weave for additional strength. This material also 
split after a relatively short time. It appears that conventional 
materials should be used in the digester design. 
The digester design also facilitates using a three-factorial ex-
perimental design. Studies on the effect of various parameters can be 
performed in nine of the satellites with the tenth being used as a 
control. If the experimentation results in the complete inhibition of 
methane production, the digester can be emptied and refilled immediately. 
This results in little "down time". Preliminary results of three-fac-
torial experimentation indicate that the system can be used efficiently 
and the satellite digesters stabilize within three to four days after 
refilling. Results presented in this study show that variability be-
tween the satellite digesters on any given day is small. 
The effect of the dairy cattle feed ration on methane production 
was pronounced. At a 6 day RT methane production decreased from 1. 2 6 li-
'T'b . . . .f ters CH
4
/liter of reactor/day to 0.3 liters/day. ·· e concentratlon o.._ 
poultry waste in the ration decreased from 20% to 0%. Methane produc-
tion decreased again when the concentration of poultry waste was 
changed from 0% to 20%, but the decrease was not as great. The results 
cannot be attributed directly to the presence or absence of poultry 
waste in the feed. The results can, however, be correlated to a change 
in the concentrations of the components in the feed ration. The data 
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indicate tha=t the population of bacteria present in the digester, when 
the feed ration contained 20% poultry waste, was unable to produce 
methane as efficiently at lower poultry waste concentrations. After a 
new population was established at the lower concentrations, methane 
production increased. This eliminates the possibility that the higher 
methane production rates could be attributed to a growth factor being 
present in the poultry waste. If the increased production was due to 
a growth factor, methane production would have remained low for the 
entire period in which the feed ration was void of poultry waste. The 
results also indicated that methane production was not decreased as 
much by addition of manure from cattle fed a ration containing higher 
concentrations of poultry waste. However, the methane production was 
decreased. 
Ammonia concentrations were inversely proportional to methane and 
biogas production. The marked effect of feed ration changes was not 
evident, however. Alkalinity concentrations were high (less than 6000 mg/ 
liter, but were within levels reported by other investigators (41). A 
direct relationship between alkalinity concentrations and methane pro-
duction or feed ration changes was not evident. 
Volatile fatty acid concentrations were inversely proportional to 
biogas and methane production. A relationship between VFA concentra~ 
tion and feed ration changes cannot be made due to the limited number 
of samples analysed. A correlation would be expected, however, based 
upon the effect of ration changes on biogas production and the rela-
tionship between VFA concentration and biogas production. 
-
The changes in rate of methane production are important from a 
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commercial standpoint. The anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste 
for pollution abatement and energy produciton is now being investigated 
extensively. Investigators reporting high yields of methane generally 
utilize manure from cattle fed a consistent diet (29, 41). Variations 
in cattle feed rations will increase as the costs of the ration com-
ponents fluctuate. These variations could have a marked effect on a 
commercial digester operation. Further study is needed to determine 
the factors which effect methane production when the cattle feed ration 
varies. The marked effect might be overcome by making gradual changes 
in the cattle feed ration. 
The recovery of digester solids on a commercial basis generally 
utilizes centrifugation and vacuum filtration. The costs associated 
with these methods are high (44). Effluent was centrifuged, separated~ 
and nitrogen, P2 o5 and K2 0 concentrations determined for 0, 6 and 8 day 
RT. The results indicate that the majority of the nitrogen and P2o5 is 
in the centrifuge solids. Potassium concentrations were evenly dis-
tributed between supernate and pellet. 
Air drying on a sand bed was studied as an alternative to centri-
fugation. Air drying for 10 days removed 88.6, 94.5, and 82.4% of the 
total water present in 0, 6 artd 8 day RT effluent. The higher water 
removal from 6 day RT effluent can be attributed to a lower incidence 
of rain during the drying period. Nitrogen~ P2o5 and K20 concentrations 
were highest in the dried 6 day RT e f fluent. These higher levels can 
be attributed to an increased concentration of solute due to more 
efficient water removal. Nutrient loss during drying was from 56.7 to 
80.6% for K
2
o and 20.5 to 51.8% for nitrogen. Phosphorous loss was 
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35.3 and 22.7% for 0 and 8 day RT effluent. The increase of phosphor-
ous in 6 day RT effluent is unexplained. Air drying beds on a commercial 
scale would have drainage pipes under them. This would increase water 
removal and facilitate recovery of a portion of the nutrients lost 
through percolation. 
The results from this study indicate the following: first, the 
multistage, multistream laboratory digester can be used for the study 
of methane production from dairy cattle waste; second, variation in 
cattle feed ration has a marked effect on methane production; third, 
air drying can efficiently be used for solids concentration and re-
covery. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
The economic and technical feasibility of digesting dairy cattle 
waste to methane and other vendable products was analysed. 
The effect of refractory volatile solids concentration and reaction 
rate constant on the economics of bioconversion of dairy waste were 
studied using a computer model. The refractory volatile solids concen-
trations were varied between 28% and 52%. Retention time was varied 
b t 1 d 1 0 d t f 5 50 c. e ween an ays a a temperature o · The reaction rate con-
stant was varied between 5.92 x 109 and 1.24 x 1011 . The value of 
5.92 x 109 was determined by Ashare et al. (3) through a least squares 
fit of experimental data obtained by several investigators. This was 
the minimum attainable rate. The higher values used were estimates of 
potential increases in rate that might be obtained if the fermentation 
was optimized by strain selection, physical and chemical parameters, 
and nutritional techniques. Aerobic fermentations have been optimized 
by a combination of these techniques. Rates of fermentation and in-
creases in total yields of desired products are commonplace. The values 
used were 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 6.0, 11.0, and 20.9 times the rate calcu-
lated by Ashare. 
The technical analysis of the digestion process investigated three 
areas: the feasibility of using a multistream, multistage digestion 
system for dairy cattle waste; the effect of cattle feed variation on 
methane production; and fertilizer value of the digester effluent. A 
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multistream, multistage design was investigated for two reasons: 
first, to determine the feasibility of utilizing plastic bag type di-
gesters for small anaerobic digestion installations; and second, to 
facilitate approaching continuous fermentation. Generally, research on 
methane production has been done in 3 - 10 liter vessels in which sub-
strate addition occurred once or twice per day (29, 41). The digester 
design utilized in this study approached continuous fermentation. Sub-
strate was added to the central and satellite digesters 24 and 72 times 
per day respectively. The central digester was operated at a 6 day RT, 
while the satellites were operated at a 2 day RT. Substrate for the 
satellite digesters was the central digester effluent. The digester 
system functioned well after three preliminary runs. The preliminary 
runs were necessary to identify and correct design and construction 
flaws which included the central digester material and the position 
of the satellite digester feed valves. 
The digester design also facilitates using a three factorial 
experimental design. Studies on the effect of various parameters can 
be performed in nine of the satellites with the tenth being used for a 
control. If the experimentation results in the complete inhibition 
of methane production, the digester can be emptied and refilled 
immediately. This results in little "down time". Results presented in 
this study show that variability between the satellite digesters on 
any given day was small. 
The effect of the ingredients used in the dairy cattle feed ration 
on methane production was pronounced. 1·fuen the concentration of dihy-
drolyzed poultry waste in the ration was decreased from 20% to 0%, 
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methane production decreased from 1.26 liters G!-14 per liter of reactor 
per day to 0.3 liter per liter I day. Methane production decreased 
again when the concentration of poultry waste was changed from 0% to 
20%, but this decrease was not as great. The results cannot be attri-
buted directly to the presence of poultry waste in the feed. The 
results can, however, be correlated to a change in the concentrations 
of the components in the feed ration. The data indicate that the pop-
ulation of bacteria present in the digester, when the feed ration con-
tained 20% poultry waste, was unable to produce methane as efficiently 
at lower poultry waste concentrations. After a new population was es-
tablished at the lower concentrations, methane production increased. 
This eliminates the possibility that the highe~ methane production rates 
could be attributed to a growth factor being present in poultry waste. 
If the increased production was due to a growth factor, methane produc-
tion would have remained low for the entire period in which the feed 
ration was void of poultry waste. The results also indicated that 
methane production was not decreased as much by addition of manure from 
cattle fed a ration containing higher concentrations of poultry waste. 
Bowever, the methane production was decreased. 
Ammonia concentrations were inversely proportional to methane and 
biogas production. The marked effect of feed ration changes was not 
evident, however. Alkalinity concentrations were high (6000 mg/liter), 
but were within levels reported by other investigators. A direct re-
lationship between alkalinity concentrations and methane production or 
feed ration changes was not evident. 
The anaerobic digestion of dairy cattle waste to methane and other 
vendable products must be economical if it is to be a viable option for 
pollution abatement. The fluctuations in methane production due to 
cattle feed ration change could have a significant impact on the pro-
duction cost. Computerized modeling of the digestion process economics 
by t.Jodz inski et al. (43, 44) have determined that this process is eco-
nomical if the solids are recovered from the digester effluent and up-
graded to a 6-6-6 fertilizer before sale. Without this type of solids 
recovery, the process is uneconomical at any of the reaction rate co~- \\ 
stants and refractory volatile solids concentrations studied in Sectlon I\ 
I. The lowest unit gas cost without a fertilizer plant reported in this 
study was more than $8.00 perM. cu. ft. methane. The present price of 
methane in Florida is less than one-third of this production cost. 
However, incorporation of a fertilizer plant into the calculation re-
sulted in unit gas costs lower than the market price. 
Studies conducted in Section II investigated the fertilizer char-
acteristics of the digester effluent. The recovery of digester solids 
on a commercial basis generally utilizes centrifugation and vacuum 
filtration. The costs associated with these methods are high. Efflu-
ent was centrifuged, separated, and nitrogen, P 2o5 , and K2 0 cone. 
determined for 0, 6, and 8 day RT. The results indicate that the 
Po-majority of the nitrogen and P2o5 is in the centrifuge solids. 
tassium concentrations were evenly distributed between supernatant and 
pellet. 
Air drying on a sand bed was studied as an alternative to centri-
fugation. Air drying for 10 days removed 88.6, 94.5, and 82.4% of the 
total water present in 0, 6, and 8 day RT effluent. The higher water 
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removal from 6 day RT effluent can be attributed to a lower incidence 
of rain during the drying period. Nitrogen, P2 o5 , and K2o concentra-
tions were highest in the dried 6-day RT effluent. These higher levels 
can be attributed to an increased concentration of solute due to more 
efficient water removal. Nutrient loss during drying was from 56.7 to 
80.6% for K2o and 20.5 to 51.8% for nitrogen. Phosphorous loss was 
35.3 and 22.7% for 0 and 8 day RT effluent. The increase of phosphor-
ous in 6 day RT effluent is unexplained. Air drying beds on a commer-
cial scale would have drainage pipes incorporated into their design. 
This would increase water removal and facilitate recovery of the solu-
ble portion of the nutrients lost through percolation. 
The economic analysis presented indicates that the digestion process 
can be economical if methane and other vendable products are recovered 
from the s y stem. It also suggests that the process should be optimized 
for maximum methane production and minimum solids degradation at the 
shortest possible retention time necessary for solids stabilization. 
This would result in a higher profit-to-cost ratio and increase the 
feasibility of utilizing the process for pollution abatement. 
---------- - -
The results of the technical study support the conclusion that the 
multistage, multistream laboratory digester can be used to study the 
production of methane from dairy cattle waste. The results indicate 
that methane production is adversely affected by drastic changes in the 
cattle feed ration and also indicate solids concentration and recovery 
can be efficiently facilitated with air drying. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The production of methane and other vendable products from dairy 
cattle waste has been proposed as a method for pollution abatement. 
The results presented in this study identify some of the factors that 
influence the technical and economic parameters that must be used to 
successfully abate pollution in Okeechobee County. 
An economic investigation of the digestion process conducted with 
a computerized cost model identified the following: 
Volatile solids conversion and annual methane production were 
4 lowest (16.7%, 9.4 x 10 M. cu. ft.) at a high refracto~y volatile 
solids concentration (52%) and a short retention time (1 day). 
Volatile solids conversion and annual methane production were 
highest (60.6%, 3.4 x 105 M. cu. ft.) at a low refractory volatile 
solids concentration (28%) and a long retention time (10 days). 
The reaction rate constant used in the calculation listed above 
9 
was 5.92 x 10 . 
When the reaction rate constant is varied, the values calculated 
above were directly proportional to the reaction rate constant. 
The unit gas cost, when calculated without incorporation of a 
fertilizer plant, was lowest ($9.74 perM. cu. ft.) at a low refractory 
volatile solids concentration (28%), long retention time (10 days) and 
high total solids concentration (14%). The highest unit gas cost with-
out a fertilizer plant ($32.75) occurred at a high refractory volatile 
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solids concentration (52%), short retention time (1 day) and low 
total solids concentration (8%). The reaction rate constant used was 
9 5.92 x 10 and the unit gas cost was inversely related to the reaction 
rate constant when calculated without the fertilizer plant. 
The unit gas cost did not approach the present market price at the 
largest reaction rate studied. 
The unit gas cost, when calculated with the incorporation of a 
fertilizer plant was lowest ($0.90) at a high refractory volatile solids 
concentration (52%), short retention time (1 day), high total solids 
concentration (14%) and large reaction rate constant (1.24 x 1011). 
The highest unit gas cost with a fertilizer plant ($9.23) occurred 
at a low refractory volatile solids concentration (28%), short reten-
tion time (1 day), low total solids concentration(~%) and a large 
reaction rate constant (1.24 x 1011). 
The unit gas cost at 10% total solids, 52% refractory volatile 
solids and a reaction rate of 5.92 x 109 did not fluctuate widely at 
3 ($1.97 perM. cu. ft.), 4 ($1.58 perM. cu. ft.), and 5 ($1.98 per 
M. cu. ft.) day retention times. These are the conditions that are 
indicated to be the most stable from an economical and technological 
attitude. 
Experimental results were obtained utilizing a multistream, mul-
tiflow digester design that approached continuous feed conditions. 
Process conditions included a temperature of 55°C, 10% total solids, 
and retention times of 2 and 6 days in the satellite and central diges-
ters. The central digester effluent served as influent for the satel-
lite digesters resulting in a total retention time of 8 days. - The sub-
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strate used in the central digester was collected from a commercial 
dairy near Orlando, Florida, and included feces and urine. The total 
solids concentrations ranged between 17.2 and 21.5% (W/T..,J), while 
volatile solids concentrations varied between 67.5 and 81.0%. The 
ration fed to the cattle changed 5 times during the course of the 
study. 
The following experimental parameters were identified in the mul-
tistage, multistream apparatus: 
Feed ration changes produced a significant effect on total gas and 
methane production. Hethane production decreased from 1.3 to less 
than 0.3 liters per liter reactor fluid per day due to a change in the 
cattle feed ration. These changes could not be attributed to either a 
growth enhancing or inhibiting compound present in the various rations, 
but are probably the result of the selection for different microbial 
populations. 
Alkalinity and ammonia concentrations were lowest when biogas and 
methane production was highest. Anunonia concentrations ranged from 
30 .. 8 mM to 79.8 mM. Alkalinity concentrations ranged between 6150 mg 
per liter and 6947 mg per liter. 
Variability between the ten satellite digesters was minimal on 
any given day, but all fluctuated with time. 
Analysis of the digester effluent indicated that nitrogen and 
phosphate concentrations were highest in the solids while the potassium 
concentrations were evenly distributed. 
Air drying of the digester effluent removed 82.4 to 94.5% of the 
water in 10 days. This result.ed in N, P, and K concentrations of 4 · 5%, 
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2.3%, and 9.1% in the driest sample. 
The results of this study indicate that the anaerobic digestion 
of dairy cattle waste to methane and other vendable products is both 
technically and economically a viable option for pollution abatement. 
However, further research is needed to optimize the process for max-
imum methane production with minimal solids degradation at the shortest 
retention times necessary to stabilize the effluent solids. Further 
investigation is needed to determine if the process can be favorably 
i nfluenced by the addition of various chemicals such as cobalt. The 
upgrading and use of the digester solids as fertilizer should be stud-
ied to determine its characteristics as fertilizer and as a possible 
soil conditioner. Studies are also required to determine the heavy 
metal conc entrations present in the effluent. 
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Appendix I. Computer model output listing a complete economic analysis 
without brute force iteration. 
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Appendix III. Computer program used for the economic analysis of the 
bioconversion of dairy manure to methane, fertilizer, 
and carbon dioxide. The program has captial cost fac-
tors for a 25 ton/day fertilizer plant. The digester 
and centrifuge cost factors were provided by Hamilton 
Standard. 
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lF(NbCK.tG.\JGU TO 1001 00001070 
WR1TE(b,2000) 000010b0 
2000 f0t<~AT('U',t9X,'GAS TO INTtRSTATt PIPELINE') 00001090 
Gn T U 5 t 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1001 
2U01 
1002 
2UOl 
51 
~RITl(b~2001) 00001110 
FOkMAT( o•,t~X,'GAS USED INTERNALLY ONLY') UOU01120 
bO TU ';)1 000011.>0 
wRlTE(b 2002) 00001140 fOr<MAT(~O',t9X,'EXCESS TO PIPELINE') 000011';)0 
SHLB=SH/454. OOUOltoO 
OPC=lOu.•D OOU01170 
FVSPC=10o.•FVS U0001lo0 
RPC=lOO.•R 00001190 ~Rll£(b,b1U)HEHDN,SHLB,OPC,FVSPC,RPC . 00001200 
olO FORMAT(//I~Ox,•FEEU MAKEUP'//lUX,'~UMBER OF ANIMALS-'r9X,F9.U/10X,00001210 t'RAT~ UF ~ANU~~ PROOUCliUN:',4X,Fb.2,4X&'LbS OF SOLiUS/DAY/ANIMAL'OOU012~0 2/t~X,'~OISfUNE CUNTE~T OF MANUKE:',4x,F~.l,4X,'PERLF~T'/10X,'VULAT00001230 
3llt SOLivS:',15X,F5,lr4X 1 'PER CENT Cf TOTAL SOLIUS'/10~,'REFRACTORU0001240 4Y vOLATILE SULlDS:',qX,F~.1r4X,'PE~ CENT OF VOLATILF SULlDS') UOll01250 
lF{NuPf.lQ.t) GO TO 33 00001260 ~RlTECof500} 00001270 
fQKMATC 0' 1 9Xr'PATTEHN MOVES IN ITERATIUN ROU[INF') 00U012d0 500 ~R!T~(b{SOll 00001290 
501 FONMAT( o•,sx,'UNIT COST',4X,'T',4X,'HHT',4X,'S0',3~ 1 'PER CENT', 000013u0 12X 1 'GAS PRun.',2X,'H£AT HEQ.',2X,'~ATEk',3X,'PUWER' 3X,'~AIER', 00001310 23X 1 'UiliESTER' ,~x, '~Uf"'RER Of'/bXr •ooL. PEH' r2Xr 'O~G. "c• ,2X, 'DAYS', 000013~0 32X,'GM/L'r.5X 1 'S0Lli.JS',~X,'"'• ClJtFT.',..)X,'MM ~TU',4X 1 •MA!\EUP' 1 3X, 00001330 Q'RtQ.'t2X,'RtCYCLf',3X, 'VOLUME ,3X,'UlGESTtRS'/oA,'~ r.u.FT',33Xr 00001340 
5'PER YtAH',3X,'PER OAY',3X,'M GPU',SX,'HP',4X,'M GPn'r3X,'~ CU.Fl.000013'::>0 
33 
3 
b'l) V00013o0 
CALL HOJE(N,BOLD,XMAX,XMlN,DELTA,nELMl) 00001370 GO TO 3 000013d0 
CALL MUDEL(3,80LO,TOTALr1,1) 00001390 
CONTINUE UOU014UO 
STOP 00001410 
ENI.J 00001420 
SUt3RUUTli~E HUJE(N,tiOLD,XMAXrXMlN,DELTA,OELI-Al) 00001430 
DIMENSION ~OLD(lOJ,BNE~(lUlrfOLD(lU),TNEw(lO) 00001440 
DIMENSION uELTA(10),UELM1(10J,UlH(10),ITEST(10J 000014~0 
DIMENSION X~AX(1U) 1 XMIN(10l . UOU014b0 
C*****•••••••*************•***************•**********••**•******•*******OOU01470 C JB NUMB~R OF PATT£PN MO~E~ OOOOl~dO 
C NtJM=NUMBt~ OF fUI-.C TI UN E ~ ALUA T IONS 00 UO 1 ~90 
C ~=NUMBER Of VARIABLES TO~£ OPli~IZED OOOOlSUO c 00001510 
C A BRUTE FORCE ITEHATIUN ROUTINE 00001520 c 000015j0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 
c 
c 
c 
DIMENSION ICTR{Q) 
DETERMINE NU~uER OF STEPS IN RANGE OF VARIAOLE 
[10 1 I:t,N lCTR(I): l+ ((XMAX(I)-XHlN(l))/DELTA(!)} 
ICfRl=ICTR(t) 
lCTR2=1ClR(2) 
1CfR.S=!CTRl3J 
CO~PUTE MINl~UM GAS CUST fOH EACH ~ALUE Of TEMP, JIME, SOLIDS 
000015"0 
000015'::>0 
OOOOlSbU 
00001570 
OOOOlSUO 
00001590 
00001oU0 
oooo1o10 
000016~0 
000016.>0 
OOOOlb~O 
UOUOlb:>O 
00 2 l1=1rl(TR1 OOOOlhoO bOLD(l)=X~lN(lJ+(Jl-l)*DELTA(l) 00 00 00 °0 11 n6 ~ 00 00 2 I~=ldCP~2 u 80LD{2)=~~1N(2J+(I2•1)*0ELTA(2) 00 00 1 ~~0 
DO 2 I3=1rlCT~3 0000 17 00 tlQLDl3)=~~1N(3J+(I3-l)*OELTA(3) 88~3f~~g 
CALL MuOt.L{2,tiULO,fOIALr1r.l) 00001 1 ~ 0 C('hlll I NuE J WETUHN 000017"0 
tNU OOU01 7~ 0 ***************************************************~****** *** *** ** UOU017 o0 HnuEL uF ~lTHE~ A PLUG FLU~ U~ CST~ MAHUkE DlCtSI~H OOU017 1 U 
*****•**************•*•******•*********************•**************v00017d0 
lll~ 
145 
1~o 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•EXTENSIO~* 
147 
c 
c 
c 
148 
c 
c 
c 
149 
c 
c 
c 
150 
c 
c 
c 
1'51 
1'52 
1'53 
15" 19 55 20 
c 
c 
c 
15tl 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1'57 750 
c 
c 
c 
158 159 bU 31 
c 
c 
c 
1&1 
1bc 32 
lb.5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
lb"' 
c 
c 
c 
l&S 
1bo 
c 
c 
c 
1&7 
c 
c 
c 
1&8 
c 
c 
c 
1&9 
c 
c 
c 
170 
171 
c 
c 
c 
c 
172 
c 
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SUuRuUTINE MUO[l(J,AULO,uGC,JB,NuM) 00001790 
DIMENSION unLO(\ij) OOOOlAUO 
CO~~UN N 1 ~tRuN,SHLFVS,OrXrErRKO,~,A,T~,TS,OPtR,SAL,~H2UD,CSTMO, 00001~10 1 c 1< .~ H I.? t. P R t, ~~o~ , x u E x , F t<L> e 1 , R E r E l.l , 1\ v A c I N x c H I 1 ~ R c r 1 1 M , N G c K , ~ F A K"' , N uP 1 , o o u o 1 8 c o 
2 ~CftRLrVFILrCRFEu,TAXRr~uCFAC,VCF~C~CCfA(,HCFAC,~crAC, OOU018j0 
1CNUREA,LNldDU,(PP2US,CK~cOIThEF,l~LlF,TPtF,TPLtF,TKFFrlKLEF, 00001~~0 
llFPLAtNATF,DtSKrUESP,OtSN,PRlCF,PRlCCO L~FLO~l,GrCU~2,GFCHql, OOOOlM~O 
1'FCH~~,P~ICK~,uPiRf,~FCHE~,SALF,SALCH,C~lNS,tRN,fRP . fRK,~MM, OOOOl~bO 1PCFAC,HDIG,GCPIP,Sf~T,PFACNrPPFAC,NCtL,~CTCC ~ 00001A7U 
***************************************************•**************OOOOl~oO INlTIALILE INPUT Ot-'ERAThiG VARIAt:sLt.S 0000l~90 
tiEGI~ tX~CUT!ON OF THE MUDEL . UOUOlqOO 
Lt~ii*n;·;·~n~;i~~:~~~~·,:~o~·E;CE~DED······························oouolqlo 
I:J . 00001920 
***************************************************•**************OOUOlQ~U DIGESTER TEMP, DEG C 0000lq40 
******************************************************************U0001Q~O T:t:sO~D(l) UOOOlqoO 
***************************************************~************••uoootq7o ~ETENTJON TIME, OAYS UOU019bO 
***************************************************~**************00001q90 HRT=o0LD(2) 0000~000 
******************************************************************UOOOcOlO VOLATILE SULIDS TO PlGfSTE"' G~ILITER 00002020 
***************************************************~**************UOOO~O~O SO=BUL0(3) oooo~nqo 
***************************************************-**************000020~0 NUMRt.R OF UIGESTERS 000020o0 
***************************************************~**************0000~070 1F(N.LT.4) GO TO 19 ~OUOcOtiO 
HNUM;HULD(q) 0000~090 
GO TU 20 000021UO 
RNU~=l. 00002110 
CO~TlNuE OOOO~lcO 
******************************************************************0000~1~0 REACTION RATE CO~STANT (L/UAYJ 0000cl40 
***************************************************.**************00002150 RK=RKO•EAP(E/(J+273.)) . OOOOclbO 
***************************************************•**************0000~170 REACTOH PERFORMANCE 0000cl80 
St;VULAlllf 50LIOS FHOM OIGESTER,GMS/LIT£R . 00002190 
GT:GAS PKOUU~TlON,LITEH CHQ/OIGESTE~ VULUME(LITERSJ/UAV 00002200 
********•******************************************•**************UO~Oc210 lF(~HCT.l~.t) GO TO 31 . UOU0~220 
*************************'**************************•*************~ uoooc2jO FOH PLUG FLO~ OIGESTlR 0000~240 
***************************************************~**************0000~2~0 St=Su*(l.O-R)*(EXPl-kK*HKT))~(H*SDJ UOQ022o0 
GO TU l2 0000~2/0 
CONTINUE . OOU022HO 
***************************************************•**************00002290 FOR CSTR DIGESTE~ o0~0~3uo 
****************************************************************••uoooc310 st:C<l.-ri>•Sui(((HRT•RK/HNuM>+t.>••~NUM>l+H*~o oooo23co 
COr~T lNUE 00ll023.)0 
GT:0.3l*A*(SU-Sl)•HNUM/~HT . . 0000c340 
***************************************************•**************~000~3SO MA~S BALANCE~ 0000~3b0 
VOLUMETRIC FLOW HATE{LlTERS/UAYl 0000~370 
***************************************************~************••ooooc3~o fy;HtRON•FVS•SH/SO . 0000~390 
***************************************************•**************OOUOcUOO TOTAL SOLIUS(GMS/OAY) . OOuO~UlO 
***************************************************•**************OOOOc4cO TSU=HEHDN*SH 0000c450 
BB;TS0/((1.-Dl•lOOO.) . OO~Oc440 ***************************************************•**************U000~4SO ~ATER FLUW RATE . UOOO~~bO 
***************************************************•**************UOU0~~/0 W:lOOO.•fV-TSO . U000c4o0 ***************************************************•************••oouoc4~o NON VOLATILE SULIOS . 0000c5~0 ***************************************************•**************0000~510 HEF=TSU•(1.-rVSl . 0000~5c0 ***************************************************•**************~OV0~5~0 OUTLET luTAL SULlDS (GM/LiAY) . OOUO~S~n ********•******************************************•**************00011~5~0 
T S 1 =kEf + ~ 1 * F V 0 0 0 O.r' S b 0 ***************************************************~**************oovo~S70 MASS Of CENTkiFUGE SULlO~ . UOU0~5a0 ***************************************************•**************00 00 ~540 
IF(NVAC.EQ.O) ~0 TU bOU 8838~=tg ~!~!:~;~;:!~!~!************************************~**************OOOO~ocO SECTIO•~ TO DtH.RMII~E HLEt.O, HECYC.Lt. AND MAKt-UP WArfR UNOt.R UOOOco~O ~A~IUU~ uPERATlN~ LONOlTlONS ~OUOc~~O *******************************'********************•**************~OUO~b~O AA;flLT/1000. . UOIJO~t>oO ***************************************************•**************UOUO~o/0 
171 
174 
175 
17o 
177 
178 17q 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 l8q 
1qo 
lq~ aq 
l<Jl 
lq4 qs 
lq6 
1q1 
aq~ 
l«Jq 
200 
r 02 0.3 04 
20'5 20o 
Z01 
20ij 
e 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
200 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.300 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
400 
c 
c 
c 
c 
500 
bOO 
c 
c 
c 
700 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
33 
lQ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' c 
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IF ~ANURE=FLu~ _ RAT~ THEN NU RECIHCULATION ~AlE~ iS NEEDEO ~00026~0 
THE 010 IS USEu tO ACCUUNT FUR A CU~PUlEH kUUNU-Uff ' ~H~O~ OOUO~b90 
***************************************************•**************OOOOi7u o lfl(fV-Bbl.L£.1.) ~0 lU 30U . UOU0~710 
***************************************************•**************U0UOi7iU IF NU MA~E UP ~ATEH JS NEEOEU UUT HECYCLE IS NEE~EU . THtN GU fO 20000u0~7j0 
***************************************************•**************OOUOi7~t) lflAA.Lf.8U) GO TO 2VO . UOU027S0 
***************************************************•**************OOOOc7oO lF MAKE UP WAltR IS NEEDED OPERATE Al MAX ~ECYLLE A~U ADU 00U0~770 
MAKE UP WATEH OOVOc7~0 
***************************************************•**************0000~7~0 IF(AA.GT.A~) Gu TO 400 . 0000c8UO 
***************************************************•**************OOvOi~lO ~~EN NO MAKE UP ~ATEH IS NEEUEU kECYCLE(LtrEHS/DAY) 00U0i6i0 ******************************************************************VOU0~830 REC=FV-T50/((l.-U>•tuou.) 00~0~840 ******************************************************************OOOO~H~O M~~E UP ~ATEHCLITEHS/DAY) OOOO~RcO ******************************************************************0000~870 WM=O. 00UO~H80 
****************************************************************••oouocB90 HLEEDCLITERS/DAY) oooo~qoo ***************************************************~**************0000~910 BLEED=fV-REC-FlLT/1000. 00002qco Go ru 500 oouo~q3o ***************************************************~************••oooo~q4o WHEN INCO~ING ;.,ANUHE lS THt: TOTAL HilLEl FLIJW'I, UOOO~q~o 
RECYCLE(LITEH/DA¥) OOOOcqbO ***************************************************~**************UOOO~q70 REC=O. oooo~qoo 
MAKE UP ~ATERCLITERS/DAY) 00002q~o 
******************************************************************00003000 ~M=O. Q00050l0 ***************************************************~**************00003020 BLEEO(LlTE~S/DAY) 00003030 
******************************************************************00005040 BLEEU=FV-FlLT/1000. 00003050 
GO TU 500 000030o0 ***************************************************~**************00003070 ~HEN MAKE ~P WATER IS TO B~ ADDED TC RECYCLE FUR DlLLUTIUN, OOOO~ObO 
RECYCLECLITERS/DAY) 00003090 ***************************************************~**************00003lu0 ~EC=FV-FILT/1000. 00003110 *** * ***********************************************~**************UOOO~lcO HAKE-UP ~AlER (L/DAY) . 00003130 ***************************************************•**************0000~140 W~=FV-HEC-TSU/((1.-0)*1000.) 00003150 
SLEEO(LlTERS/DAY) OOU03lo0 
8LEEU=O. 00003170 
CONTINUE 000031ti0 
GO TU 700 OOOOSl~O CO~TlNUE 00003200 
f!LT=O. OOU03cl0 
~oq 11) 
~11 ~~ 
~13 14 
215 
~to 1 7 
216 
~19 20 
221 
222 
223 
22~ 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
23ll 
235 
~3b 37 
~3b 39 
240 
241 
2,.2 
243 
24,. 
245 
246 247 
246 
•250 
251 
252 
253 
2'5«4 2Cj5 
25b 
257 
71 
72 
1151 
73 
75 74 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c; 
525 52b 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
35 
c 
c 
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XX:(1.27£+ol•EXP(-~220./(T~273.lo)J 00003~o0 
H2UEV=l.~7•V•GT-XX/(l.•XX) 00 Oj~ o 
HEVAP=t12uEV*(2.29+0.U017d•(T-TS)) oo 0uo L.'-llJO 
IFlNXCH.tQ.O) bO TU 71 ~u HALEU=tiL~EO•lOoO•(T~+TGPAO-TSl•0.00397 883g~~l3 
HFllT=riLT•(TM+T~RAO•TS)•O.Ou~97 00u0~6~0 
ggNf~NG~ oooo3o4o 
HRLE0=1000.*BLEEO•CT-TS)•0.00397 gggg~~~g 
Hfllf=~ILT•<T•fS)•O.U03q7 00003o10 CONTINUE OOU036b0 HGAS=O.b~3•V•GT*(T•TS)•O.OU397 OOOOJb'-10 HWM=~~•CT~·TS)•O.Ou3~7•l~OU. 0000~700 
HFERT=O 00003710 
lFCIFPLA.EQ.u.uR.HtRUN.LT.5517 •• 0R.~ERON.GT.o89bS.) GO TU 451 00003720 HFERT=0.95•T~l•0.75•(2.2~+0.Q017d*(1VO-TJ) 0000~730 
lF(NVAC.EQ.O) GO TU 73 OOOOJ740 
HSLlli-<=U. 0000~ 750 GO Tu 74 OOOOJ7o0 
lF(NXCH.EO.O) GO TU 75 00003710 HSLU~=3.97•FV•lTM+TGHAU•lS) OOOOJ7b0 GO TU 74 OOOOJ790 
HSLUK=3.97•FV*(T•TS) OOOOJAUO CONTINUE 00003810 HMAN=B~•lOOO.•(TM-TS)•0.00397 UOOOJA20 ***************************************************~**************V00038SO MIXEH _ 00005840 
***************************************************•**************00005850 HPMIX=(t.UE•S)•fV _ U00056o0 
***************************************************•**************00005870 DEGRITTEH UOU038ti0 ***************************************************~**************UOU058'-10 lf(FVS.GT.o.~l GU TO 525 00005qvo HPGRT=2~ oouosqto ~o TO s~o oooosq2o 
HPGRT=O.O 00003930 CO~TINUE 00003940 ******************************~***********************************0000Jq50 
***************************************************•**************oooo3qbo DIGESTER 00003970 
******************************************************************000039d0 IF(NHCT.£Q.l) GO TU 35 00003990 
******************************************************************00004000 NO ~IXING IN PLUb FLOW 0000~010 
HPOIG=o. OOuOq020 
GO TU .>o 000040.)0 
CONT lNU~ 000040~0 ***************************************************~**************UOUO~O~U MIXING IN CSTR DIGESTER 000040o0 
• 
c ***************************************************~**************00004070 HP01G=(7.E-6)*V*kNUM 0000~060 
3o COf'fT lNUE 000040'10 
C ***************************************************~**************OOU041UO C PUMPS 0000~110 
C VISCUSITY OF THE SLUHRY 00004120 
c ***************************************************~**************0000~130 TAVE=CT+JW)/2.0 - oOOOql~O Tt=TAVl~8.3~5 000041SO RV1SC=2.1U82•l(T1+(807H.~+(Tl••2.))•*0.5))•120.0 OOOOqloO 
C ***************************************************•**************UOU04170 C VISCOSITY Of WAT~R AT AVG TEMP Of PHOCESS . 00004lo0 
C ***************************************************•**************UOOOql~O VISC~=l.OIHVISC . OOOOq2uO 
c ***************************************************•**************00004210 C VISCUSITY UF SLUHR"r AT AVG TEMP OF P~OCE::iS _ 000042~11 
c ***************************************************•**************00004230 VISC=100.0•VlSCW/Cl.U-((3.32E-3J•TSO/FV)J _ 000042~0 
c ***************************************************•**************000042~0 C PO~ER ~EuUJRE~ENTS (HP) Q00042b0 
C CONVlYUH Blll 00004270 
C ***************************************************~**************OOU042~0 HPPUP=(2.55E-17J•(Vl::iC**0.~5)*(FV••2.75) 000042~0 
C ***************************************************~**************U00043U0 C CENTKIFUliE ' _ 00004310 
c ***************************************************•**************00004320 IFCNVAC.tO.O) GO TU J7 u00043~0 HPCEN=(l.O~bE•5J•FV OOU04340 GO TU 38 000043~0 
l7 CO~TlNUE OOU043o0 HPCEN=u 00004370 
38 CONTINUE 00v0~3d0 
C ********** ** ***** * ********************************~**************UOU04390 C RECIRCULATION PUMP . OOU044UII 
C ***************************************************•**************UOU04Ul0 HPHEC=(2.~2E-1HJ•CHEC**2.75l uOU044~U HP~Ub=t1PM [X +HPliR T +HPU lli H1PPUP+HPCEN+t1PHE C 00 00 ~tl 5l1 
C ***************************************************•**************U000~4~0 C ~A~ IS ~HfS~UHllEU TO ?UOO PSI U0004U~O 
C ***************************************************•**************U000~Uo0 
_______ c______ oov 47
C!bl.) 
261 
26~ 
263 
26~ 
265 
26o 
2b1 
2b8 
269 
.270 
271 
27t!. 
273 
27~ 
"275 
r 77 7d 79 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
28o 
287 
2813 
~89 90 
291 
292 
~93 94 
zqs 
29b 
2'H 
2913 
299 
300 
301 
·302 
303 
i04 05 Oo 
307 
308 
309 
310 
-311 
312 
313 
31~ 
315 
l1o 
Ill~ 19 20 ~~ 
323 
32~ 
325 
32o 
327 
32ij 
329 
330 
-331 
33~ 
333 
33~ 
335 
33o 
337 
l3d 
339 
8o'5 
83 
c 
9b 
90 
97 
91 
t 
c 
t 
b85 qq9 
'51 
901 
902 
819 
903 
802 
904 
601 
b80 
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GO TO 801 00004920 
lF(RNUM.bT.t.l) GO TO 802 000049~0 ftRlT~(bL~OJ) 0000~940 
FOKMAT(coX,'A CONTINUOUS STIRRED TAN~ DIGESTER'/) 000049~0 
GO TU bOl 000049b0 
ftRJT£(o 1 904)RNUM 00004970 FOKMAT(18X,F~.l,'CUNTihUUUS STIRRED TANK DlGESTEHS tN SENitS'/J OOU049ij0 
lF(NOIG.tQ.l)GU TO 7001 00004990 WR1TE(o~o80) 00005000 
FOHMAT( o',33X,'IMPLEMENTING PLASTIC BAG') 00005010 
GO TU 7002 OOU050t!.O 
7001 CONTINUE OOOO~OjO ~RlTt(o(b8l) 0000~040 
b81 FORMAT( u',33X,•CONVENTIUNAL DIGESTER DESIGN') 0000~050 
1002 CO~TlNUE 000050o0 
910 
810 
911 
820 
920 
lF(NVAC.EQ.O) GO TU 810 0000~0/0 
WRlTE<ot9lOJ oooo~o~o FOHMAl(jJX,'~ITH A CENTRlFUGt') 000050~0 
GO TU d20 UOOOSlOO 
WRlTE(b 911) 00005110 FOHMAT~33X,'WITHUUT A CENTRIFUGE') 0000~1~0 
lF(NXCH.EQ.O) ~0 TU ~30 OOUO~ljO ~RlTE(o 920) 0000~140 
fOkMAT(33X,'WITH A HEAT EXCHANGER') UOUO~tSO GO TU BQU OOOO~loO 
830 ~RITE(b,92l) OOOO~llO 
921 FORMAT(33X 1 ·~~ITHUUT A HEAT EXCHA•iGER') OOOO':il~O 8~0 1F(NGC~.E0.2)GU TO 1002 0000~1~0 lF(NGC~.EQ.tJ ~0 TU 1001 00U0~2UO ~Rllt(o,t!.OOO) 0000~210 
2000 FOKMAT('v',33X,'GAS TO INTERSTATE PIPELINE') 0000~2~0 ~0 TU tUtu U000~230 
1001 
2001 
1002 
2002 
101\J 
~RIT[(b,~OOl) U000~240 fOR~AT('U',3~X,"GAS USED INTERNALLY UNLY'l 0000~2~0 GO ru 1010 uooo~2oO ~R1Tl(b,2002) 0000~270 
FOKMAT('U' 1 33X,"EXCESS TU PIPELI~E') 000052b0 SHLR=SH/~~4. 0000~290 
UPL=lOO.•D UOU0~3u0 fV~PC=lOO.•FVS 0000~310 RP~=lOO.•~ /~ uouo~3~0 
WRllt(o,olOlHERDN SHLB 1 DPC FVSPC,RPC~ 0000~330 blO fO"~AT(///~0~, •Ftfu MA~fUP(//tOX,'NUMHtR OF ANiMALS-',9X,f9.0/10X,u000~34U 
l'RAlt UF . ~ANu~t ~RUDUCTIUN:',QX,F~.2,QXL'LOS Of ~CJLiDS/OAY/ANIMAL'00U0~3. ~0 2/tOX~ 1 ~013TUkE CuNrENT Of MANUWE:',ax,f~.t,4X,'P~HCFNT'/10X,•VuLAT0000~3b0 
31Ll 0)0LluS:',l~X,FS.lr4X,'PEn (.ENT Ct TOTAL :;if)Lll!~'t101-r'R~FHA(.TutotuOo0~3/0 
348 
34~ 
~50 51 
3'52 
3'53 
)'54 55 
35b 
357 
olO 
b20 
bliO 
52 
•EXTENSION* 
~58 59 
bO 120 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3bl 
c 
c 
3b2 
.Jb3 
· ~f>q b5 140 
bb 141 
c 
c 
c 
r b8 b9 . 70 147 71 lt19 
c 
c 
c 
372 
373 
r 75 7o 77 78 79 80 . 81 450 
lBc 
383 4151 
l8~ 
c 
145 
qy VOLATILE SOLIDS:',qX,F~.l,~X,'PER CENT Of VOLAIILF SULLOS') 000053b0 
~LEG=BLEt0/3.7b5 000053~0 MECG=R~C/3.7~5 0000~4 0 ~M~: ft M/3.785 J U FJLTT=FILT/(45~.•2000.) OOOO~UlO XPER=too.•x oo~o~uco vsco~=<su-~tl•too.tso gg~g~:~g ~RlTt(b,b3UltiLEG 1 RtCGr~~G,JWLF~LTT,XPEH,VSCON 0000':>4~0 FOHMAT(//125Kr'PROCESS CUNUIIIUNS AT ~IN!~UM UNIT G~S COST'///20X 1 UOOOS4o0 
t'FLOW ST~EA~S'//lOX,'ALEED STRfAM:',l7x,E12.5,5X,'G 4 LLUN~/OAY'/ U0005470 210X,'R~CYCLE STRtAM:',15XrElc.5rSX, 'GALLuN~/UAY'/10~, ·~AlEK MAKE-UuOU0':>480 3P:',l6X,tl2.SrSX,'GALLUNS/UAY'/lOX,'TE~PERATUR~ UF MAK~ UP WATt~='UOOO~QqO 
4 1 9X,F4.0,SX,'OtG. C'/luX,'~ENTRIFUGE P£LLEI='rl2XrEt2.':>rSX,'TO~S 0000~500 S/DAY 1 /10Xr'SUL10S IN CENTRiFuGe PELLET:',8X,FS.t,SX 'PER C~NT' 1 /l0UOU0':,510 
6X 'VULAl!LE SOLlUS CUNVEHSIDN',llX,F5.1r5Xt'PEH CENf'l uOUOS520 WRlT~(b,o2vlTS,HLOSS,HtVAP,H~LED,HuA~,tlflL1rHWM,HHXNrHSLUR,HEXP, uOOO':,SjO 1HEXE 1 HfEHT~H~EED 000055qO fO~MAT(///~OX,'HEAT BALANC£'1/lOX,'TE~PERATURE Of StJRRUUN01NGS:', 000055~0 
110x,f4.0,5x,•D£G. C'/lOX,'HEAT LUSS fRUM OlGESTE~=· bX,E12.5,5Xr 00005So0 2'8TU/DAY'110Xr'EVAPO~AllVE CUDLING:',tuX,E12.5/10X,~HEAT LUSS ~1THOOOOS5~0 
3 BLEED=' 1 qx,Et2.5/lOX,'H~AT LOSS WlTH GAS'rl~X,£12.5/lUX,'hEAT LUS000055~0 45 ~TlH C~NT~ SOLIDS=',2),El2.5/lOX,'HEAT IN ni[H MAKEUP «AlER=', 0000~5~0 
54X,E12.5/lOXl'HEAl OF REACliLN='Lt3X,E12.5/1UX,'HEAT LuSS ~ITH S UOUO~buO 6LUHRY'Lqx,tt~.SilOX,'WASTE HEAT tRU~ PLANT GfN:',4X ~12.S/10X,'W U000~610 
7ASTE H~Al FRO~ fARM GEN=',5X,El2.5/lUXr'HEAT TU URY'fEHTlLIZER=' 000056c0 6 1 8XrEl~.SI/tux, 'TOTAL HEAT R~QUIHEMENTS='roXrE12.S,~Xr'BTU/DAY') U000~6SO wRIT~(o 1 o40)HPMIX,HPOIGrHPPUP,HPGRT,HPCP2,HP~Et~rHP~FCrHPTOT 0000~6~0 FOHMAT(///20Xr'PU~~R R~QUI~E~E~TS'//lOX, . 00005b~O 1 'PREOIGE~TtR MlX1NG:',ltX,El2.51,1UX 'ulbESTUR, OOUO~bbO 2~IXI~G:',t3X,fl2.5/1UX,'FLUIO PUMPl~G=',l&X,~12 1 Silo~•~DEGHITTER='uOOO~b70 Jt~~:t~~~~~{A~~t~~~~cE~M=~~~~Y~f;~!~~~~~~;16~~~fo~~~,~~~~~E:Euui~t~3883~t88 
5ENTs=',SXrfl2.5r5Xr 'HP 1 l 00005700 
CONTINUE 0000~710 
CALL CuST(J,TrHRT,SO,UGC,H~EEO,WMrHPTOTrFV,VrGASH,AHEAf,flLT,BLEEDU0005720 lrWTGAS,R~UM,HECl . OOu0~7~0 
RETURN 000057~0 
ENO OOOOS750 
SUBROUTINE CUST(J,T,HRT,SO,UGC,HNEED 1 WM,HPTOT,fV,V,GASR, 00005760 lAHEATrflLTL~LEED,hTGAStRNUMr~fC) 0000~770 COMMUN N,HtHUN,SH,FVS,u,XrErRKu,H,A,TW,TS,OPER,SAL,r.H2UD,CSTM0, 00~0':>7d0 lCK~HU,PRE~rXUEX,fRUBT,HETEUrNVAC,NXCH,NRCT,TM,~GCK,~FAHM,NUPT, 0000~7~0 
2 NCFER,fVFILrCRfEO lAXRl,DCFAC,VCfAC,CCFAC HCFACt~r.FAC, OOOOSRUO tCNUR£A 1 C~IbDu,CPP2U~,CKKcO,T NEF,rNLEF,lPEF,fPLtF,l~~f,lKLEfr OOOO~RlO llFPLAr~ATF,OESKrOESP,DtSNrPRICFrPRlCCO ,GFCO~l,GFCU~2,~FCH~1, 0000~820 tGFCH42,PHICK~.uPERF~OFCHt~,SALf,SALCH,CFINS,fRNrfRP;fRK,HMM, OOUO~A30 
l PCF AC Li~D 1 G, Gl.P 1 P, Sf~T, PF ACN, PPF AC, tJC EL, NCT~C · 0000':>840 
LIMIT 0~ 5 CUNTINUATION CA~DS EXCEtOED S8=SQ/(FVS•lO.) UOOOS650 l=J 0000~8o0 CO~T1NUE . 0000':>A70 
***************************************************•**************u0005Hd0 
CAPITAL COST OF INOI~IDUAL CU~PONENTS . 0000~8~0 ***************************************************•**************UOOO~QUO MTXFR COST - . . OOOO~Q~O ***************************************************•**************OOOO~q20 
CMIX:0.002•XuEX*(fV••0.52l 0000~930 OtGKITT~R COST . · 0000~940 ***************************************************•**************OOUO~Q':,O 
IFCFVS.GT.0.4) GO TO 140 OOOO':>QoO 
COEGR=0.069*XDEX•(FV**U.35) OOUO~q7o GO TU 141 000059~0 coEGK=o.~o oooo~Q~o 
CONTlNUt . OOOOoOUO 
***************************************************•**************UOU0o010 
SLURRY Pu~P COST UOUOoOcO ***************************************************•**************OOOOoO~O 
lF(COEGR.GT.u.U) GU TO 1q7 0000o040 CPU~P=(l.+H~UM)*U.U4~7•X~EX•(FV••0.375) UOUOoO~O Gn Tu 149 uouooooo 
CPUMP:(2.+RNUM)*0.0427•XuEX*(fV**0.375) UOOObOlO CONT lNUE . OOUOoOdO ***************************************************•**************OOOOoO~O OlbE~TER C0ST UOUOolUO 
***************************************************•**************UOOOollO 
lF(NUIG.EQ.t)GO TO 4~0 uOVOoi~O HNUMP=V/75~200 OOUOo130 
ftNuMP=lFlXlPNlJP!P)tl OOU0o140 CPbAG=PCF•C•XD~X OOoOol~O CDIGP=HNU~P•CPSAG OOOOotoO COlG=C U I ~ P OOUOol/0 RNU~=R~UMP OOVOol~O 
C01G1=CPdAG 0000o190 GO Tu ~sv oovoo2vO 
1F(V.Ll.o7o600)GO TO QSJ 0og~go~~g COIGl=~bj37 o COlGl=UCFAC•XDEX•(V*•O.b) OOU0o2~0 
COlG=Cului*Q'"UM ooooo24 0 
*************************************•*************•**************U000o7.':>0 
l85 
38o 
387 
)8b 89 
qo 
391 
3q2 
l93 
~q~ 95 
39o 
397 
39H 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
40o 
407 
408 
411 
412 
413 
414 
41S 
4to 
417 
•na 
420 
c 
c 550 
3q 
41 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
q2 
43 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
95 
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CENTRIFUGE CuST .. UOOOo2oO 
********~******************************************~**************OOU0u2/0 lF(NVAC,tO.O) GO TU 3q OOU0o2~0 
CCEN=0.~2•XOEX•(FV••v.5) U000o2~0 
GO TO 41 OOUOo3UO 
CONTINUE UOU0b3l0 
CCf:.N=O UOOOo320 
·cor,.T lNUE 00UOo3.)0 
***************************************************~**************OOU0o340 GAS LINE Cu~PRESSOt< COST OOuOo350 
******************************************************************0000o3o0 CP~2=CCFAC•XDEX*(A~S(WTGASJ••0.5) 00006370 
***************************************************~**************UOUOo3b0 SLUDGE D~YlN~ tiEO CO~T 0000o3~0 
******************************************************************UOOOo4uO lF(NVAC.EQ.t) ~0 TU ~2 0000o410 
CLAG=O.OlO~*XDEX•(FV••O.bll) . 0000o4~0 
GO TL) '43 U000o4.SO 
cor-n INUE OOOOo4'-'0 
CLAG=O U000o4':>0 
COiH lNUE 0000o4o0 
******************************************************************OOuooq/O HEAT EXCHANG[R CUSf 0000b4~0 
******************************************************************UOOOo4~0 CXCHb=HCFAC•XOEX•(A8S(AHEAf)••0.75} OOOOo5uO 
********************~*********************************************00006510 HECI~CULATlO~ ~ATEH PUMP COSl 0000o5~0 
******************************************************************OOOOo5~o CPuMk=u.Ul~*XDtX•(HEC••0.375) . U0u0b540 
***************************************************•**************UOOOo5':>0 PIP I r~G CuS r 0000o560 
******************************************************************VOOOo570 CPlPE=o.03•CDtG OOUOoS~O 
***************************************************~**************UOUOoS~O 
lNSTHUHENTAllON AND CONTROL COST OOOOobOO 
***************************************************~**************0000o610 CI~CU:o.oS•CDIG OOOOob~O 
***************************************************•**************0000o630 OOOOo640 
CAPITAL IN~ESTMENT FOR A FERTILIZE~ PLANT U00066':>0 0000o6o0 
CFPLNT:O. OOOOob 70 
1F(IFPLA.EQ.O.OR.HER~N.LT.5517 •• 0R.H£RDN.GT.o89&5.) GO TU 9000 0000o6~0 
lF(IFPLA.EQ.c) GU TO 9004 OOOOob~O 
PLANT lS A USEU fACILITY 00006700 
CFPL~T=530.4•XUEX 0000o710 
GO TU 9000 0000o7~0 
C PLANT IS A NEW FACILITY 0000o7~0 
9004 CFPUH:b75.14•XDEX OOOOo7QO C OOOOo7~0 C oouoo7oO 
C TOTAL CAPITAL INvESTMENT OOOOo770 
c ******************************************************************000067~0 qooo CAPIN=CPu~P+CDlGN+CDlGtCPR~+~LAG+CPIPE+ClNCO+CMIX+C~CHG+CPUMH+CC ~OOOo7~0 
llN+f.fPL~f . 00006800 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
qotu 
9011 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
********************~******************************•**************OOuOo810 TOTAL PLANl INVESTMENT CUSTI~G OOuOoB~O 
CO~TNACTUR3 FEf C03T . 00006~10 
***************************************************•**************OOOOoH40 COI~TU=U.l*CAPitl 0000b8"i0 
********•*********************************************************UOOOoHoO EN~I~EERIN~ COST . UOUOoH70 
********************************************~******•**************UOOOoH~O EN~D=O.O~•CA~TN . 0000o8~0 *************************************************~*•**************OOOObqUO COHFlNlMtNT ~0$1 0000o910 
lF(NCTCC.EU.2} Gu TO 9010 OOU0oq20 CTCC:O oooouqjO 
GO Tu qo 11 oouooqqo 
CTCC:H~RuN•200 OOOObq~o cn~TINUE oooooqoo 
SUbTUTAL PLANT INVESTMENT 0000oq70 ***************************************************~**************0000o9tl0 SlJbP 1 =CAP I iHCONT U<t[Nt;D<tGCP 1 P +-SrM I +C T L:C 0 00 Oo9~0 ***************************************************~**************UOU07000 PRuJECT L:O•HINt;E.NCY COST 0000/010 ***************************************************~**************OOu070cO ~RuJu=u.15•SuHPl oo~o70jO 
****************~********************************•**************0000/0qll TOTAL PL~Nf lNVE~TMENT 000070':>0 
*************************************~*************•**************UOU070uU TOfPu:~UuPl + PR0JU U0o07010 
***************************************************~**************UOu070b0 ANI~IJAL MANuF .4C TUK I ·~G CUS T 00 UO I 0 90 
HA~ MATE~IAL CUST 0000/100 ***************************************************~**************00007110 H,..u=HCF t.C •ttEt<Di~ 00 0 0 71 ~0 0000/1.)0 
U00071<-~ 0 
U000/141 DEfEHMINl lf PLANT IS OESikED OR H[PO hUMBER IS AO~nUAlE AI)U~I:;;O 
421 
422 
423 
42~ 
425 
42o 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
43 6 
437 
438 
43q 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
QqS 
446 
447 
44d 
449 
4SO 
4Sl 
452 
453 
454 
4S5 
4So 
457 
458 
4'59 
'lbO 
4b1 
'lb2 
463 
464 
465 
46b 
467 
466 
46"' 
't7U 
471 
472 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
9003 
c 
102 
c 
101 
103 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
9U09 
c 
731 
c 
732 
733 
735 
c 
c 
AOuP:O 
ADI)K:O 
CFE.RT=O. 
lF(IfPLA.E Q.u.UR.H£RUN.LT.S517 •• UR.HtRUN.Gl.o69~S.J bO TU 9003 
DETERMlNE NITROGlN COST 
SOL I OK= ( ( Srt•SH•F II S) + ( SH•FV S *R}) * ( ( T Ktf- T k.LEF) IT KEF) *F RK 
~OLI~K:(~OLIUK•1000.)/((SH-SH*tVS)+(SH•FVS•R)) 
AOUK=DtSI'<.-SfiL 121< CKlO=AuDK*CKK2u*l(SH•SH•fVS)+(SH~FVS•R)l•HtRDN/1UOO 
OETERMlN~ PHOSPHORUS COSl 
CF£RJ:(CNIT+CK20~CP2U5)*3oS. 
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0000711.42 
00007143 
000071':>0 
U0007lon 
U0007l 70 
00007180 
000071"10 
U01J072VO 
0000/210 
OOU0/220 
UOU0/2j0 
00007240 
1.)00072';)0 
OOOOI2b0 
UOU072/0 
000072~0 
000072~0 
00007300 
00U07310 
000073~0 
000013j0 
0000 7340 
OOU07350 
OOIJ073o0 
00007370 
oooo ·n~o 
000073"'0 
U00074U0 
00007£110 
(J0007i.l20 
00007430 
*•***********************•*************************•***•**********00007440 
ANNUAL ~ATER CUST 00007"~0 
H2uD:CH2UD•O.Od7•WM U00074b0 
ANNUAL STEAM COST 00007i.l70 j~~~~5=;~~1~~:~2~l~~~ST~O gg~g~:~g AN~UAL ELECTRIC ~n~ER COST 00007500 ELtCU=26129.•C~WHO•HPTUT 00007510 
GO TO 103 000075~ 0 
STMD=O. 0000/530 ElE.CO=~. U000751.l0 CO~TlNUE 000075~0 AN~UAL UTILlTIES COST U0007Sb0 TOUTO=H2UO~STMU+EL~CU U0007570 AN~UAL LAROR CUS{ OOU075o0 ANt~UAL PtWCESS OPfr{A TING LABOR COST 000075~0 PRLAU=UPcR~27&~.•SAL U0007bUO 
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE LABOR COST 00007610 
HELAU=.015•TUTPn 00007&~0 
ANNUAL TuTAL LABUR CUST 00007bj0 
TOLAO=PRLAU ~ RELAD U0007&1.l0 
ANNUAL AOMINISTRATlVE OVERHEAD COST 00007650 
ADUHU=O &*TDLAD 000076o0 
ANNUAL §uPPLLES COST ~0007b70 UP~P0=0.3*PRLAU U0007bb0 
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE SUPPLY COST 00007690 HE~PU=0.01S•TOTPU OOU077UO 
TOTAL ANNUAL SUPPLiES COST 00007710 
TObPD=UPSPU+RESPO · 00007720 
ANNUAL TAXES ANO INSURANCE COST 00007730 
TXlN0=0.027•TOTPO 000077~0 
OPERATING COSTS fOR FERTILIZ~R PLANT 
TFLBR=O. 
TFINS=o. lF(lfPLA.Ew.o.OR.HERON.LT.5517 •• UR.HERON.GT.o8965.) 
ANWUAL LABOR Cusr 1FLBH=27oA.•(OPE~F•SALF+OFCHI:.~*SALCH) 
ANNUAL CUST FOH lNSUHA~CE 
fflN!.l=CFlN!:i 
GO TO 9009 
ANNUAL TOTAL GROSS OPERATING COST . TGUPO=TOUTu+TOLAU+AOUHU+IIJSPU+fXlNO+~~U+CFERT+TFLHK+TFlNS 
CREDlT!:i lf(NCF~R-l)73t,732,733 
CRt.Ol=O. 
GO TU 735 
000077~0 
000077b0 
000077 "/0 
U00077d0 
0{)007790 
00007800 
00007810 
oooo7P.co 
OOo078..SO 
OOU0781.l0 
000078~0 
000078bU 
00007810 
00007ftb0 
C)0U078~0 
OOo079UO 
00007Q10 
OOU0/91:!0 
CP.~Ol:((SM-SM*fVS)t(~H•FVS~R)+(AOD~+ADOP+AOD~))*(P~tCf•Ht.RON*3oSJ-U0007Q..)O lK~M*~H 00007Qq0 
GO TU 735 UOOO/Q~O 
CREOl=flLT•FVFIL•CRFEO•X•O.OOOl62 U00 0 0077:o7 0tl CONT 1 NUE U U OElEkM!Nt CREDlT FUR C02 IF HEHD AND TE~PEHA1UHE AHF IN PROPlR Ll~000079b0 uooo ·,Q~ O 
UOUOUQO O 
0000~01 0 
vooocOt!O 
47l 
47Q 
47S 
41b 
477 
47t$ 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
464 
485 
48b 
487 
488 
489 
qqo 
qql 
qqz 
qq3 
4qq 
qq5 
qqo 
4q1 
4qo 
4q9 
500 
501 
50.2 
503 
504 
505 
~Ob 07 
so a 
~09 10 
511 
51Z 
513 
~14 15 
51o 
~17 18 
519 
520 
521 
szz 
523 
148 
GO TU i~OUR 00001j030 
9005 lF(T.LT.~6.) GO TO qooo U0U0d040 GZ~O~:(WTGAS*GFCU21)/GtCH41 UOUOdO~O 
~0 HJ 90\J7 oovodOt>O 
qoob ~7CO~=(WrG~S•GFCU22)/GFCH42 OOOOo070 
qvo7 bTlO~=GZC02*0.0007~ UOUOdOoO 
CCu2=GTCU2•PRICCu 0000b090 
c ANNU"L TUTAL Nt.T OPERATli'1G COST OOOOolvO qOOd CRtDIE=O OOOOIHlO 
q10U 
t 
c 
t 
t 
c 
t 
c 
c 
t 
c 
c 
11 
12 
1:3 
14 
c 
121 
c 
c 
c 
1>57 
658 
c 
c 
t 
123 
161 
12LI 
165 
lFlNlEL.~n.t.l~O TU 9100 
CREDlE=HtRuN*14.54 
TNUPU=TGUPU•CRt.Dl-CCLl2•CREDIE 
TOTAL CAPITAL HE~U1RcMENl FO~ PLANT 
LOAN l~TERfSf OUHING PLA~T CUN~THUCT!ON 
P~EMu:PRt~•TUTPn*l.875 
START IJP CUSl 
STUPU:0.2•TGt.JPU 
I'IOHK!NG CAPITAL COST 
WKCPU=O. u2*TtJTPD 
TOTAL CAtJlTAL RElJUlREMt::NT 
TCAPU=TOTPU~PR(MU+~TIJPU+"KCPU 
CALCULATlOfi OF u,·nr GAS CO~T($/lvOO 
HETRu=fRD~T*PREM~(l.-FROoTJ*HETE~ 
OEPRE.CIAflUN 
DETERMINE ~ET ANHUAL P~OFIT 
lF(UGC.LT.O.)Gu TO 657 
PCHqCH=GS '1'H1~11t ( 1 • 9b-UGC) 
GO TU o5d PCH~CR=GSYRN•(J.96+(-t.O•UGCl) 
CQ i.; T lNuE 
CALCULATION FOR POLLUTION ABATfMENf 
CU.f'T. METHANE) 
OOOOo120 
OOOOtH 30 
U000dl40 
oooool50 
OOUOdloll 
OOU08170 
0000dld0 
OOll0tS190 
0000&200 
0000d210 
ooooo2co 
0000tS230 
0000d240 
0000d2'i0 
OOOOd2oO 
0000~270 
U000o2o0 
0000d2~0 
00001:):300 
0000b310 
0000d320 
0000d3.50 
UOiJOd:340 
OOIJ0o3SO 
OOOOts3oO 
0000d370 
0000t:!:3d0 
0000d390 
OOOOo400 
00U0t3410 
0000d4~0 
OOU0d4.50 
OOOOo4L40 
0000o450 
0000d4o0 
0000ti470 
0000d4~0 
0000b490 
001.10t151JO 
0000d510 
OOOOM520 
OOOOoC:..50 
00001:)5'40 
001)0~550 
OOOOdSoO 
0000d570 
OOOOM5b0 
0000d5~0 
0000d600 
OOOOotdO 
TONN=HERUN•PFACN 0000do20 
TONP:HcRUN•PPFAC OOuOooSO lF(I-2)1.50 1 1~3,124 OO~Oti6L40 CO f~TlNUE OOOOdb':>O WRlT~(o1 1bl)UGCrT,HRT,SO,SB,~ASYk,HNEEUt~~fHPTOT,RErrV,RNUM1 OOOOdboO fOHMAT(fX,f6.2 1 QA 1 f4.1,3X,f4.1,2AtF5.1,3Xr 4.J,2XrEtl•4,QX,~S.!, 0000bb70 1LIX,fo.Ucl~,Fo.1•~X,Fo.O,L4X,FS.O,oX,F4.0/) 0000d6d U 
GO TU "LH 00u0o6~0 
CONTlNUE · 0000d7U0 ~RlTE(o,16S)CMIX,CPUMP,CUEGR,RNUM,COIGI,CXCH~,CCEN,rPRcr 00~0~710 
1 CLA~,CPIPt,~IHCU,tPUMH, CfPLNr,~A~IN,LONTU,t.N~O,GCplP,SfMT, OOOOo7~0 
2CTCC,SUtWI,PH11JD,TuTf'D 0000~730 FOK~ATl'1',2SX,'tCUNU~lC ANALY~IS UF THE DlGt.SffR SvSTt~'//2bXr U000d7~U 
l'CALCULATILJN Of rOTAl PLANT 1NVE~TI-1ENT 1 //1UX,'l:AI-'1TaL lNIIE::iTI'IEI~T( UOU0d7'i0 
21N OULLAKS}'/ILOx,'PHEMIX UN!T',jQ~,Lt2.'i/10X,'PuMP~',QOX,[I~.~/ U000~7o0 
4107., 1 DlGktTTt:.R', ..sox,t.t2.S/10;(, 1 fllGt:S1UR< • ,FLJ.t, 1 Pl;f.j:-uEol • ,24x, oouOtl7/U Stt2.~ 1 1 PE~ U~ll 1 /lOx,'HtAI tXLHANbEH',31XrE12.~/lux,'CENT~lfUGE',uOuOa7d0 63~A,t.lZ.5/10Xr 1 GAS CUMPRtSS0ri',31X,E12.S/tUX, 'SLUObf DHYlN~ ~EU 1 r uOuOo790 7csx.~l2.~110x, uoooo~o u 
7 . 'PlPlNG 1 ,39X,f.l2.c;/tUX,'INSTkUMENTATlO~ AND CQ,~TFWLS 1 t UOOOotilO 
817;(££12.5 /luX,'HEtTHCULATlO~ PUMP',~7XrE1~.~,1,10X, UOOOdRcU 
8'f"t.PTILILF.H r'LANT' 1 29X,El2.5 1 //1UX~•. IOIAL 'APIJAL 0000o~.50 q l N 'i E ~HIE·~ 1 ' , 2 1 X , 1:. 1 c • ~I 1 0 .X , 1 C UN rF~ A C T C ~ S F t E ( : 0 o 1 * T 0 I CAP. 1 NV • J ' , 0 0 0 0 d ~ '-~ 0 
09X,El2.5/ • OOOOtl~~O 
A lOA, 'Ei'4G1NI:.EHING(:0.05*TUT .CAP. TNV.)', llJ;<,E.12.5//1ul(r 1 GA!:i COMPt<ESSUOulloMoO 
Bl n ,.., P I PI , ~ r; • , ~ ~ x , r. 1 ~ • ':J 1 1 ox , • st. wE R FuR ,., AN u R t. 1 RAN~ P u J? r • , 1 ~ x , E. 1 2 • 51 .1 u o o o o t3 1 o 
C V X ' C A to' I (A L T 0 C UN F I;..,. E C A T T l t:. 1 1 2\J X E 1 2 • 5// 1 0 X , ' S U lj I n 1 • PLAIt T I •'4 V t:. S U 0 u 0 d d tl 0 OJ~(NJ ' 1 21X 1 E12.5/loX, 'PRUJECT CO~Ti~~ENCYC:O.l5•~UU PL. lNVo)',~XUOUOtl~~u O,E12.5//10.(, 'TUTAL PU~r .. T z,,VtSIMt:.~I',23X,E12.5J • 000 u00 o~u1 00 wR1Tt(o,Lb7) ~~O,CFEt<T, ~ U d l . Cli2U0 1 H~OQ,CSTMU,STMO,CK~I10,ELECD,nPF:k,SAL, 0000d9<0 
524 
525 
52 a 
527 
52d 
~~~ 
~j~ 
533 
534 
'535 
53 a 
537 
S3d 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 54 a 
547 
54d 
549 
550 
5'51 
552 
553 
5'54 
5'55 
55 a 
557 
55H 
559 
SbO 
561 
562 
563 
56'4 
56~ 
56 a 
'567 
56d 
570 
571 
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tP~LAO,~ELAO,ADuHQ,uP$PO,RE~PO,TXINO,OPERF,~ALF,OFCHFMrSALCH,TFL~~ 0000~9~0 
2,TFTHS,T~OPD OOUOdqqQ 
lb7 FO~~Al('0',2~X,'MANUFACTURIN~ COSf(IN DOLLARS/YEAW)t//lOX,'RA~ MAMOOOOo9~0 
tURt'r 35X,E12.'5/,JOX,'CUSI ln SUPPLE~£NT SOOO~Oa9u0 
ILI~S W/NPK'rlQX,tt2.5, /lOX,'~AfEH MAKFUP(Af',F~.l, UOU0~9 7 0 
2'0ul./M 6ALJ',l4K,t12.5/lOX, 1 SfEAM(ATt,F5.2,'DUL.IM~ B1U)',2uX, 0000d9~0 
3Et~.~/lOX, 'PUW£R~Af'sF5.~r'Oul-/KWH}',~3Xr£12.~//1U~,'UPtRATIN~ LAOOU0a940 
4bOtH ',f3.0, • r..,EN AT ,F5.2, 'LJOL./H~) • ,sx E.l2.5/lOX, •MAlfiiTE1 ENCt: LAU00090UO 
5u0H(:O.Ol5•TUT • . Pl. INV.)',bX,£1~.5/lOX,~A~MlN. UVtQHEAOl=u.b•uPERUOU090lU 
6.+MAlNT. LABURJ'~5X,E12.5/10X,'DPEH~TING S~PPLlESt:n.3~0PEH 1 LAtluRU00090iO 7)',9X,tl2.5/10Xr MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES(:O.OlS*TUT. Pt. JNV.l r3X, 00~09030 
8Et2.5/10Xr'LOCAL TAXES+INSUHANCF(:o.027*101. PL. 1Nv.l'riX,El2.5/ UOooq040 
llOXt'TUlAL FtRTJLilEN PLANT LA~UR',!,!SX,FS.O,'OPEH~TOkS Al', OOQO~O~O 
2f5.~r'UOL./HH ANU'r/rl5X,F5.U, 'CHEMI~T~ AT',F5.2, 'OnL/HR',/,~0~, OOOO~OoO ]•TuTAL E~UALS',23XrE12.5,1,luX,'fEHTlllZtR PLANT l~gURAN~E'r19A, U000~070 
~Et~.S,/1, U00090HO 
qlox,'TUTAL GROSS OPERATING CUST',l9X,fl2.5) 00009090 
lf(NCFtR-1)701,7u2,703 OOQ091UO 
701 ~RlT~(brlbd)CRfOl VOU09110 
16d fORMAT(l~X,'CREDIT FUR SULIDS',28X 1 f12.5/) 00009120 GO TO 704 000091JO 
702 WNITE(6,1o9)CKED! 0000~1qO 
lb9 FOkMATllOX,'CRtOlT FOR FERTILilER',2~X,E12.5/) 000091~0 
GO TU 704 OOOD91b0 
703 
16a 
wRITE(o,l66)CREOl ,FVFIL,CHFEO 00009170 
fON~AT(tOX, 'CREDIT FUR SULlDS',2~X,E12.5/15Xr'fEEO ~UNtENT OF S0LlU000~1~0 
1DS='«F5.2r'PER CtNT'/lSX,'AT ',FS.o,• UOL.ITON FfEU "VALUf'l) 000091~0 
704 WRll~(b,9020)CCO~ 00009200 
q020 FOHMAT(l0X,'CH£01T FOR C02',31X,E1~.5/) 00009210 
~Rllt(br90~0)CREUIE 00009220 
q050 fOH~ATl1u~,'CRtDIT FUR FARM ELECTRlCITY',18X,El2.5/) ooooq2JO 
wRITt(b,l60lTNuPu ooooq240 
lbO FONMAT(10X,'TOTAL NET OP~RATING C0ST'r21XrEt2.5//,l~X,'WHEN TOTAL 00009250 
li~ET UPERATlNG CUST IS NE6AT1VE,THE CHEDITS',/lJX,'fnH C02 AND FE~T000092o0 
21Lll£R EXC£EO THE rOTAL NET OPtRATl~G COST') OOOOq270 
PRE~P=lOO.~PkEM 0000~2HO wR1T£{oro01}10TPU,PREMUrPRE~P.STUPO,~KCPO,TCAPD OOU09290 
bOJ FON~AT('l',2oX,'CALCULATION OF T~TAL CAPITAL REQUlHFMENT'//lOX, U000~3UO 
l'TUTAL PLA14T INVESTMENT'r23X,E12.5,' OULLAkS'/lO~,•tNTtRESl ~UHINGU0009310 
2 CUN~T~UCTION'f17XrE12.5/15X,'(AT' 1 FS.lr' PEHC~NT*lnl.PL.JNV.•1.6)VOUOY32U 375) • /toX,'STAR -uP(0.2*TWT. ~R. UPtR. COST)'~t2X,El~.5/1UX, 0000~350 4'WUR~l~G CAPllAL(O.O~*TOT. PL. l~V.)'rlOx,£1~.~//lux,'TOTAL CAPITA000093qO 
SL RE~UlR£~lN1',20X 1 E12.5,' DOLLARS') 000093SO 
TAXRP=TAXRT*lOU. 000093&0 REYP:loO.•HETE~ Q0009370 RTHBP=lOO.•RETK~ 000093d0 
fRUBP=lOO.•FHDdf 00009390 ~R1TE(o~o07l 00009UOO 
o07 ~~~~~I!.~~~f~~f;~~~Ju~~~t5gB!F~~h~~\~~A~N'J gggg~:~g 
603 FOHMAT('o•, 9X,'lNTEHEST ON uEtiT 1 ,9X,Fb.2r'P£R CENT•/lOX, OOU044~0 l 1 RETUR~ ON EQUITY' q.,f6 2, 'PEH CENT'/10X,'H£TURN UN RAlE tlASE', 00009440 2ax,Fo~2,' PEH CENl~/l0Xr 1 FHACTlON UF DEBT'(9X,F6.2,•PER CENT'/ 000094~0 3lO~,·~tDERAL TAX RATl',9X,Fb.2,'PERCE~T'//J OOOOq4bU 
METHANE VALUE FOH NET GAS PRUDUCTIUN OOoOq4JO APCHq=1.~6•GsYRN OOU044b0 c WRlTE(o~bObJTNUPO,OPREC,CRORU,CflTX,TGREV,GA~YH,tiSYpNrUGC,APCH4 000094~0 
60o FOHMAT( O' ,9X,'TUtAL N~T OPEHA1IUOU095UO 
lNG CUS1', .21X,Et2.5, 1 DULLAkS'/lOX, 1 0£P~ECIATlON',3~xrE12.5/1UX, 0000~510 
2'RtTURN UN RATE ~A~E',~bx,t12.~/lO~,'FEDERAL INCU~t TAx',27X, 00009520 
3 E t 2. ~ 1/lv X , ' 1 0 f A L liAS HE 1/ E MJ t: HE 1.1 U I R f:. f.l EN T P E f< YEAH ' 7 X , E 1 2 • 5, U 0 I) 0 9 53 0 
a• UOLLARS'//lOX, 'A~NUAL GAS PRUDUCTIUN ' r24X,t12.5,'' CU.FT /YEAR'/UOU095~U 
5/tuXc'NEl ANNUAL GAS P.HOUUCTlON',2UX 1 El2.5r' ~ CU.fy.IYEAR 1 //10X, 000095~0 b'U~ll bA~ C0Sl'r32X,fl2.S,' DOLL~HS/~ Cu.FT',/,10X,'NET ANNUAL CHUO~O~SbO 
tq PRUDUCTIU~(~~l.9b M CU FT)',~X,El2.5,' DULLAHS') 00009570 
CONT!NUE U00095HO 
lFCNUPT.EQ.O) GO TO 131 UOU095YU ~O=SU*U.U623 OOUOYbUU 
130 
~RlT~(b o5lllrriHT.SO,SH HNUM 00009610 
651 fOHMAT(i~·Lzux,'uiGESTE~ OPEHATIIIG CU~OITIUN~'/IlOX,'TE~PERATUHE='UOUOYb~O lr24X,F4.1,~X,'UEG. C'/lOX, 'H~T£NJ[UN 1l~t:',21~,f4. 1 ,5x,•oAY~ 1 / UOOOqbjO 210X 1 VULAT1Lt ~OLlUS TU UI~E~T~R:',6X,F6.2,5~,'L~S/rU FT.'/lUX, 00U0~64U 3'Pf~CENT SULlDS 10 DlGESTEH='r~X,F4.L/10X,'NUMtiEH U~ DlGESlEkS:', 00~046~ 0 
416X,fq.O) UOOO~bo O 1F(NUI~.tQ.2)GO TO 6~2 OOU04b/ 0 ~RlTI:(b b5J)V U0009btl 0 
653 FO~MAT((O',lUX,'VOLUME PER DlGESTER:',15X,F5.0,SX,'~ CU.FT.') 00009bY0 
GO TU o5o 00009700 
652 ~RITE(b,o5'4lV 00u09710 
65Q FQHMAl('u'L\uX,'lOIAL DluESTER VOLU~t='r13A,F5.0,5X 'M CU.FT.') 000097~0 6~6 ~PlT£(b,o5~)GA~YH,UGC,PCH4CR . 000097S0 6~5 FOHMAll'U',luX,'bA~ PR~U~CTlUN:•,tJX,El2.5t5X,'M CU FT./YEAR'/10X,U0009740 U'lJ,~Il bAS t:O~T:',l4X,E12.5,5x,•DuL.IM CU.Ft.'/10Xr 1 ~tET A~NUAL PRUFOOUOY7~0 
21T=', tuX,El2.5,5x, 'DULLAkS/YtAH') UOU0'17o ll ~RLT~(o,o591TU~N,TUNP _ 0000~7/0 
&Sq FOkMAT( 1 1',2uX, 'LMPACT Ok HELEIVIN6 POLLUTiON lNTO tA Kt OKEECHUB~fuOu0~7bU 1 1 /~0Jlr'EXCLIJUli .. G THEN Ar-10 P P.l"'uVt:.D BY LAl>Ol.JN~'/IlnXr'rHTHII(i[ i ~ rcfuOU0'17~0 2MO~fD='rlUX,ll~.S,SX,'T0~S/YEAK'IlOX, 1 PHUSPHOMUU~ NFMOVEU='r10XrtlUOU0'16UU 
32 ~fSXr' TONS/YlAH') uOU0'-11110 
1 3 1 C fui ! N U E U 0 V 0 '1 fl ~ u 
RETURN 
END 
00009830 
00009840 
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Appendix IV. List of symbols and units used in modified computer 
programs. 
li.lUI'\ 
c 
c 
C ~Ar<lM~LE NA"k ur.rrs 
' c 
----A----------Ht;r-txtH;~~r~-AR~A-------------------s::~r:------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c ( 
' c 
' c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
' c 
l: 
c 
l: 
c 
' c c (. 
A C U () T U 11 A 5 S R l 0 u t G • S u L 1 I'~ G I' I · 
A VA C U U r'l f T L T L R A I( [ 11 .:jll L 1 LJ .'i S 1.1 : f T • I L) A Y 
A F t. E v f•l A I' E 1'1 I At. Cu r I~ T ~o~ l I 
,4 A 0 I G t S T f l'l ;;; U R F >4 C t ARC: A !:1 U T r G t--1 . 
ADUHU A~NUAL AD~INT~T k ATi v E O~EkhtftD CO~T 
AS OiGt.S l tt< ~li H F ACE. ~Rt.A •·•LS 
AT DlGt.STtK ARtA TUP 
AHt.AJ Ht.AT tXLH A ~~ER ARfA 
~A RA~ MANUPE 
uLtfU RLEED STREAM 
btlLD 11-.t I lAL VALUE OPT H-'lliNG IJAI'IlAALE 
l: T U T A L C A P 1 TAL R £ lJU 1 r< E "' E 14 T 
C VuLUMt Lll l'll(t~ • T RAT ! Oo·• UF SUllDS 
CAPTk TUTAL CAPITAL l~VLSI~t N T 
C ~ ,., 0 T C UN \i E Y E H bEL T ~ T R • C 0 ~ T 
L C t IJl C US f u F C i:. ~ ! l P l F lJ G L 
CCfi\C GAS CU~l t-IPt.S!lJU III CuST FACT u R 
CCU2 CHEuii rnH CAKHu N D!OXIUE 
CCu H CUNvEYEH dELl CuSI 
cnt:GK OlGRlfTi:.R CGSf 
~OlG O!GtSfEK cnsT 
LOlGl CUNvE ~TlONAL OI~ESTER CuST 
Cn!GP PLASTIC OlGESTEH CO!lT 
CFt.RI CuSl TO SuPPL£MtNf ~/ NK P&K 
CFl NS FERIILilEH PLANT IN~U H ~ NCt 
CF J. T~ Ar-~NUAL FEUERAL l'·lCOI·I f TAX RATE 
CF P LNT FEQTILIZE R PLANT LAPITAL COST 
CFKEU R~FEtu VALUf 
CH200 
c y, .. cu 
l-:1<2 0 
CI<I\2V 
Ct< t.HU 
cu.r. 
CI"'UC 
C,.J .LfWll 
c r~ 1 T 
C!Y uRt.A 
COo'>~ TV 
CP 
CPcA~ 
CPlPt 
CPf' 2u'l 
CPHc 
C PutAp 
l:Pw l"l t< 
CPc0:> 
L.PtfH 
CPt:.OlE 
CRuRo 
cscnuA 
CSl""I.J 
CTCC 
L T r-, {)b 
cv~r. 
l:XLH~ 
u 
WATER CUST 
lNS[RU~~~TATIUN A~O CU~TPul CUST 
TUTAL CuST Fflt-< ADUT io~ G PuTr~S~llJ"" 
CUSl UF AUOtO PUTAS~lu~ A~ K2U 
ELfCTf<TCTTY CUST 
LAGUU1~ CO!J T 
P H f. r·l 1 ~ E k C Cl S T 
CUST UF N AS ISUBUTYLt~EnJUkfA 
TUTAL CUST FOK ADui•4G "'l lTHOGE ,.~ 
CUS T UF ~ 1 1 TROt;EI·~ AS Ut<E A 
CuNTRACrOHS F~E CuST 
HtAT CA~AClTY Of snLiuS 
CuST UF PLA~T!C DLGt~JEH bAG 
PI..,IN~ LOST 
CUSI uF ADO EO PH03Prl0HOUS AS P205 
GAS Cu~PRtSSIUN CUSr 
SL.Uii~Y t='lJ,..,p CuST 
RlClRCULATIHG ._,UMP CC'IST 
. Tu TAL CUS T f (lt< ADLJ I I ;G P2r5 
CHEUIT FOK Uit;E~TER SUL!~S AS FtRf. 
CHEUll tO~ FAHM ELECTHTCITY 
Rt;. Tu~ l~ uN BASt. t<A IE 
SCRI.J~JjfH C fi:H 
CuST I fJ PKllDUl:E STEt'\ ~ 
CAP! TAL CUST JO CuNF!uE CATTlt 
STEAM CLJ~l 
VA C U I J ••1 r I L. T E f.( C uS f 
H t:. A l t X C H A 1'1 ~ Er< C f):;, T 
FHACTlCr~AL A~uu,·~T Or 1'J ATEH It-1 FtEU 
PlPt. lHAI-1tTt:R 
OlG~STFH LnsT FACTOH ~INP'!uM ChAI.;r,~ fl)k UPII i'tTZATJUfll VAR. 
Hd 1 T ·A L C H A i'· r. t F U k I.J P r I • 1 J L A T T IJ N VA R • 
Pul .. S;:,Jur. LtVt.L DtS1Rt.fl I l l FEt<T. 
NllKO~tr~ LEVEL LJE!liHtu lr> FEPT. 
PttiJ:;,PIIQtmuS Lt.Vt::L OI::.S!Rt:.O ~~~ FEkT. 
ANNuftL uE~NlClftfluN 
St,~.FT. 
.Ji 
St,~.FT. 
S~o.~.t-T. 
SUI.FT.IUAY 
Ll TLP 5 /utq• 
LlTtR~/uAY 
s 
!/PLA in 
!/TUN 
SOI.GAL. 
$ 
!. 
'/G1·1 
S/Kt~H 
$ 
$ 
SIGN 
s 
S/G I'-1 
li 
BTU 
S/BAG 
s 
$/GI-1 
s 
.i 
s 
! 
s 
S/YtAH 
$ 
s 
S/M.·I HTU 
S/ A4~ I t"'AL 
S/MI-IRfU 
~ 
s 
L) 
OCFAC 
UFL~" J. 
UF:LTA 
Uf.:SK 
UF 6~J 
l)f:;,P 
uPt<FC 
t. 
tLt.ru 
t:I'J~O 
f 
FT L T 
f i L T T 
~ Pu Rl 
t- n" 
FR u 
A~A~HuR!C D!GtSflu~ Al:TlVhTlCN £NlRGY 
ANNuAL t.LECfWl( CuSI $ 
fRI-"' 
fV 
fVl 
Fvt-TL 
F v .J 
~ 
ljA~R 
~A;)YH 
b( 
bC~IP 
Ei~Gl"ltEr<I i•G CUSI fi\LTuR 
F A N 1'4 l 1'~ G F k l C T l U i ~ f fl L T 1J R 
S U L 1 () ~ U1t, T 1 N • ~ T t< f. A,_, F R C H U f ,.., A f E tH N r, 
SulJ.D.) L. nr~ THr . ::iTi1EAM Ft-<Ci·l uE.vAlfldi ,. G 
FHAL 1 lClo~ I.Jful 
F H A (.T ! r 11 t U F P U fA S 5 l U M l1, k f\ r1 i•' A 1\o I J K E 
fHA(.T,lr•r• uF tlllt-<lluEo• IN R A.-, ,_.AIIIuRL 
FH AL T 1 fl, UF Pt111!:>Ptt f h< IJ uS J ~~ t-<At~ l" AI-.IJt<E 
01Gt..SIF:r< J.f'JFLuf:,~T STRt.AM 
p 11 t f •l I M: K t f t L u F-. I. T s I f.! 1:. &\ ,., 
Ft<AC.Tlnl .. AL fF.tl' V~Lut. Clt ulGE:.>Tt:.~ 
V U L • ;:, C1 L I u S A ::J t R I• C • Li F T u T • :.> 0 L I l.i S 
A I~ iiJ u A L v r. :; p R u J) lJ c l I u ,.J 
t';AS Pt<rJi.JUCTLOrc 
•••~'JUAL ~A.:) jJkUI>uCTIUN 
CuNvfHS1Pu t-A~Tw~ 
GAS CuPq"RLS~IU ~ J PiP1Nlj cr:.>T 
Gr•\/UAY 
TuN/()~'( 
l!TtPS/UAY 
llTtR!:>/UAY 
M CLJ.fT./YEAR 
L!TtR~/UAY 
~ cu.t-r. LH"' 
S/TI~Ctt :-JILE 
OOi.JOu Olll 
uouou o c::o 
vOuilvfl.!» IJ 
OOI)Ou O<tiJ 
00000 0 ~ (1 
UOUOU OoO 
uOuOOOIO 
oooouo uo 
VOUOIJ CJ '-10 
uOUOulUO 
OOUOullO 
UOOOvl~O 
OOuOlll.SO 
I)OuOVlLIO 
vovout~o 
UOOOUlbU 
OOOOUl/0 
oouootbO 
OOuOol'-JlJ 
uovoo2vo 
0000()210 
oooou?cO 
000110230 
OOOOv241l 
oouov?.~o 
l.IOV002<l0 
U0U0v27(l 
OOuOv2uO 
U0UOU2':10 
uOuOu3vO 
00000310 
UOUOU3c1J 
OOOOv350 
llOOOu340 
UOU0v3~0 
UOUO<.J3o0 
uooou310 
OOOOu3bO 
oovouJ'tO 
oooooqvo 
uOu00£110 
oooOu4cO 
1)0001)4.50 
VOUOV440 
OOVOU£1~0 
oooou4oO 
OOUOu£1/0 
uouou4tlO 
OOuOuU~O 
oooovsoo 
OOuOU"ilO 
UOOOu"i~O 
oououc;so 
OOvOu':>'-40 
oouou5~Cl 
CJOIJOU~oO 
oovou570 
uOuOui;juO 
ooouus.,.o 
OOuOuouO 
uovnvolO 
UOUOUhcO 
OOoOut·dO 
uovoo tl40 
uovovo~O 
IJ0UOU6o0 
oouout~/O 
UClOOUt:.UII 
oooovt.~o 
uOuOU71J0 
oooou710 
oouov7cO 
IJ0\.1007.)0 
uouov7~o 
OOuOu7~0 
uounv7oO 
ooo ov7/0 
1)01) 1l 0 7toH 
OOU 0 \.17'1 0 
uovov Auo 
ooonu Alll 
oovOv Hc n 
UOUOvHjO 
\JOIJOU HLIU 
uouou A ~o 
uou o u ~ o o 
u<MJOv H /U 
uou CJ v ~ oo 
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Appendix V. Data Input Format For 
Modified Computer Program 
The computer programs to determine digester performance and 
economics is presented in Appendices and and contain PROGRAM 
MANE, SUBROUTINE HOJE (A Brute Force Iteration Routine), SUBROUTINE 
MODEL, and SUBROUTINE COST, respectively. 
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The input data are read into the program through PROGRAM MANE. The 
information on the data input cards is as follows: 
CARD 1 - Read K 
K is the number of cases to be examined. Each case consists 
of the following set of cards: 
K is in Col. 1 to 3 
CARD 2 - Read N, NOPT, NGCK 
N is the number of variables to be optimized -
N 3 for plug flow or CSTR 
N 4 for series of CSTR's 
N is in Col. 1 to 3 
NOPT is an index to determine whether or not the optimization 
routine will be used -
NOPT = 0, use optimization 
NOPT 1, no optimization 
NOPT is in Col. 11 to 13 
NGCK is an ind ex to determine the usage of gas -
NGCK 0, gas to interstate pipeline 
NGCK = 1, gas used internally only 
NGCK 2, gas used internally, excess to interstate pipeline 
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NGCK is in Col 21 to 23 
CARD 3 - Read XMIN, XMAX~ DELTA, DELMI, BOLD for temp. 
There are N cards of this type 
XMIN is the minimum value of the variable to be used in the 
optimization routine Col 1 to 10; decimal between 8 and 9 
XMAX is the maximum value of the variable to be used in the 
optimization routine Col. 11 to 20; decimal between 18 and 19 
DELTA in the initial step change in the variable, Col. 21 to 
30; dec i.mal between 28 and 29 
DELMI is the minimum step change of the variable, Col. 31 to 
40; decimal between 38 and 39 
BOLD is the initial value for the variable for the optimiza-
tion routine, Col. 41 to 50 with decimal between 48 and 49 
Note that the input cards in this group set the conditions 
for temperature (1st card), retention time (2nd card), concentration 
(3rd card). 
CARD 4 - Read NVAC, NXCH, NRCT, NDIG, NCEL, NCTCC 
These are indices which determine equipment options with re-
gard to dewatering, heat exchange, reactor type, reactor construction, 
internal use of electricity , and cost to confine cattle, respectively. 
NVAC 0, No centrifuge 
NVAC = 1, Use centrifuge 
Col. 1 and 2 
NXCH = 0, No heat exchange on effluent 
NXCH 1, Use heat exchange on effluent 
Cols. ll and 12 
NRCT 
NRCT 
0, plug flow 
1, CSTR 
Cols. 21 and 22 
NDIG 
NDIG 
1, Conventional digester 
2, Plastic digester 
Cols. 31 and 32 
NCEL 
NCEL 
1, No credit for internal use of electricity 
2, Credit for internal use of electricity 
Cols. 41 and 42 
NCTCC 
NCTCC 
1, No cost to confine cattle 
2, Cost to confine cattle 
Cols. 51 and 52 
CARD 5 - Read HERDN, SH, FVS, D, X, R, XPMAX 
HERDN is the number of animals, Cols. 1 to 10; decimal 
between 6 and 7 
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SH is the manure production, gms/day/animal, Cols. 11 to 20; 
decimal between 16 and 17 
FVS is the volatile solids fraction of total solids, Cols. 
21 to 30; decimal between 26 and 27 
D is the fractional water content of manure, Cols. 31 to 40; 
decimal between 36 and 37 
X is the fractional solids content in the filter cake, Cols. 
41 to 50; decimal between 46 and 47 
R is the fractional refractory volatile solids, Cols. 51 to 
60; decimal between 56 and 57 
XPMAX is the maximum allowable percent solids concentration, 
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Cols. 61 to 70; decimal bewteen 66 and 67 
CARD 6 - Read E, RKO, A 
E is the Arrhenius activation energy (cal/mole) divided by 
the gas content, Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 6 and 7; should be 
negative 
RKO is the constant in the Arrhenius rate experession (days-1), 
Cols. 11 to 20; decimal between 17 and 18 
A is the ratio of gm COD per biodegradable volatile solids, 
Cols. 21 to 30; decimal between 26 and 27 
CARD 7 - Read TW, TS, TM 
Th ( °C) f k d . d ese are temperatures o ma eup water, surroun 1ngs, an 
manure, respectively. TW, Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 8 and 9; TS, 
Cols. 11 to 20; decimal between 18 and 19; TM, Cols. 21 to 30; decimal 
between 28 and 29 
CARD 8 - Read OPER, SAL 
OPERis the total number of operators (e.g., 2 per shift would 
be 6 operators), Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 4 and 5 
SAL is the operator wage ($/hr), Cols. 11 to 20; decimal be-
tween 14 and 15 
CARD 9 - Read CH20D, CSTMD, CKWHD 
These are utilities costs for makeup water ($/MGAL), steam 
($/:MMBTU), and electricity ($/KWH), respectively. CH20D, Cols. 1 to 10; 
d e c imal between 2 and 3 ; CSTMD, Cols. 11 to 20; decimal between 12 and 
13; CKWHD, Co1s. 21 to 30; decimal between 22 and 23 
CARD 10 - Read DCFAC, VCFAC, CCFAC, HCFAC, RCFAC 
These are cost factors for digester, vacuum filter, gas com-
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pressor, heat exchanger, and raw materials, respectively. 
DCFAC Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 5 and 6 
VCFAC Cols. 11 to 20; decimal between 15 and 16 
CCFAC Cols. 21 to 30; decimal between 25 and 26 
HCFAC Cols. 31 to 40; decimal between 35 and 36 
RCFAC Cols. 41 to 50; decimal between 45 and 46 
CARD 11 - Read XDEX, PREM, FRDBT, RETEQ, RAXRT 
XDEX is a cost factor index (Marshall and Stevens), Cols. 1 
to 10; decimal between 6 and 7 
PREM is the fractional interest on debt, Cols. 11 to 20; 
decimal between 12 and 13 
FRDBT is thr fraction debt, Cols. 21 to 30; decimal between 
22 and 23 
RETEQ is the fractional return on equity, Cols. 31 to 40; 
decimal between 32 and 33 
TAXRT is the fractional federal income tax rate, Cols. 41 to 
50; decimal between 42 and 43 
value 
CARD 12 - Read NCFER, FVFIL, CRFED 
NCFER is an index to determine credits for the process 
NCFER 
NCFER 
0, no credits 
1, credit for solids equal to manure fertilizer 
NCFER = 2, credit for solids as refeed 
Cols. 1 and 2, no decimal 
FVFIL is the fractional feed value of the solids from the 
dewatering unit, Cols. 11 to 20; decimal between 16 and 17 
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CRFED is the value for refeed ($/ton) 
Cols. 21 to 30; decimal between 26 and 27 
CARD 13 - IFPLA, NATF, CNUREA, CNIDBU, CPPZ05 CKK20 
IFPLA is an index for type of fertilizer plant, new or used 
IFPLA = 0, No fertilizer plant - NCFER = 0 or 2 for this 
case 
IFPLA 1, used fertilizer plant 
IFPLA = 2, new fertilizer plant 
Co1s. 1 to 5; no decimal 
NATF is an index for nitrogen addition type 
NATF 0, urea 
NATF = 1, isobutylenediurea 
Co1s. 1 to 10; no decimal 
CNUREA is the cost of urea/g, Cols. 11 to 20; decimal bewteen 
14 and 15 
CNIDBU is the cost of isobutylenediurea/g, Co1s. 21 to 30; 
decimal between 24 and 25 
CPP205 is the cost of P205/g, Co1s. 31 to 40; decimal between 
34 and 35 
CKK2 0 is the cost of K2 0/ g, Cols. 41 to 50; decimal between 
44 and 45 
CARD 14 - Statement for fertilizer plant, TNEF, TNLEF, TPEF, TPLEF, 
TKEF, TKLEF, DESK, DESP, DESN 
TNEF = Total NH3-N in effluent, MMN, Cols. 1 to 5; decimal 
between 4 and 5 
TNLEF Total NH -N in liquid effluent, MMN, Cols. 6 to 10; 3 
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decimal between 9 and 10 
TPEF Total P in effluent, g/L, Cols. 11 to 15; decimal 
between 14 and 15 
TPLEF = TOTAL P in liquid effluent, g/L, Cols. 16 to 20; 
dec~imal between 19 and 20 
TKEF = Total K in effluent, g/L, Cols. 21 to 25; decimal 
between 24 and 25 
TKLEF ~ Total K in liquid effluent, g/L, Cols. 26 to 30; 
decimal between 29 and 30 
DESK = K level desired in finished fertilizer, g/kg, Cols. 
31 to 35; decimal between 34 and 35 
DESP = p level desired in finished fertilizer, g/kg, Cols. 
36 to 40; decimal between 39 and 40 
DESN = N level desired in finished fertilizer, g/kg' Cols. 
41 to 45; decimal between 44 and 45 
CARD 15 - Statements for gas, PRICF, PRICCO, GFC021, GFC022, GFCH41, 
GFCH42, PRICKW 
PRICF = Current wholesale price for organic fertilizer, $/g, 
Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 4 and 5 
PRICCO = Current wholesale price of C02, $/ton, Cols. 11 to 20; 
decimal between 14 and 15 
0 GFC021 = gram fraction of co2 between 48 and 60 C, Cols. 21 to 
30; decimal between 24 and 25 
0 GFC022 = gram fraction of co2 between 25 and 42 C, Cols. 31 to 
40; decimal between 34 and 35 
0 GFCH41 = gram fraction of CH4 between 48 and 60 C, Cols. 41 to 
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50; decimal between 44 and 45 
GFCH42 = gram fraction of CH4 between 25 and 42°C, Cols. 51 
to 60; decimal between 54 and 55 
PRICKW = price/KWHR paid by power company , $/KWHR, Cols. 61 
to 70; decimal between 64 and 65 
CARD 16 - Fertilizer plant costs, OPERF, OPCHEM, SALF, SALCH, CFINS, 
OPERF = Number of fertilizer plant operations, Cols. 1 to 5; 
no decimal 
OPCHEM = Number of chemists for fertilizer plant, Cols. 6 to 
10; no decimal 
SALF = Operators salary for fertilizer plant, $/hr, Cols. 11 
to 15; decimal between 13 and 14 
SALCH = Chemists salary for fertilizer plant, $/hr, Cols. 16 
to 20; decimal between 18 and 19 
CFINS = Cost for fertilizer plant insurance, Cols. 21 to 30; 
decimal between 28 and 29 
CARD 17 - Fraction of NPK in digester solids, FRN, FRP, FRK 
FRN = Fraction of mileage in digester solids, Cols. 1 to 10; 
decimal between 6 and 7 
FRP = Fraction of phosphorus in digester solids, Cols. 11 to 
20; decimal between 16 and 17 
FRK = Fraction of potassium in digester solids, Cols. 21 to 
30; decimal bet ween 26 and 27 
CARD 18 - Cost of raw manure, RMM, 
RMM = Cost of raw manure, $/g, Cols. 1 to 10; decimal between 
2 and 3 
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CARD 19 - PCFAC = Cost factor for plastic bag including pumps, 
Cols- 1 to 10; decimal between 8 and 9 
CARD 20 - GCPIP = Cost for compression gas cost piping, Cols. 1 
to 10; decimal betHeen 8 and 9 
SFMT = Cost of sewer for transporting manure, Cols. 11 to 
20; decimal between 18 and 19 
CARD 21 - PFACN = Pollution factor for nitrogen, Cols. 1 to 10; 
decimal between 5 and 6 
PPFAC = Pollution factor for phosphorous, Cols. 11 to 20; 
decimal between 15 and 16 
There are several restrictions on the use of these cards when cer-
tain options are selected. First, for NOPT = 1 (i.e., no optimization 
routine) CARD 3 must list the desired temperature, retention time, con-
centration, and number of digesters for the calculation in t .he BOLD 
position. The other values on this card are irrelevant-
For NGCK = 1 (gas used internally) the second of CARDs 3 for reten-
tion time must have XMIN = XMAX = BOLD. The actual value is irrelevant. 
The value of GFARM is irrelevant when NGCK = 0. 
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